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Preface

This thesis is an attempt to doctinent Embedded Computer Sys tem (ECS)

softwa re development probl ems and recon~nend sol utions and improvements to

some of those probl ems. Thi s researc h may al so be of interes t to readers

desiring an introduction to the DOD software development process and the

accompanying guidance and regulations . I accept full responsibility

for any errors con ta ined herein.
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my thesis advisor , Professor Charl es W . McNichol s and my reader

Professor Saul Young . Very special thanks go to my wife , Shirl ey,
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Abstract

he United States Air Force is the larges t user of conputers in the

worl d and a major portion of that information processing capability is

comprised of digita l avionics computers. This thesis describes some of

the major problems of acquiring Embedded Computer System (ECS) software

for avionics systems. A description of the DOD avionics software

acquisition process is incl uded for bac kground info rmation as well as

a discussion of the applicable guidance , policies , and regulations .

Recommendations to improve software acquisition were derived from

literature research , refined by interviews with practicing software

engineers and managers, and presented as a product of this thesis. The

interviews were conducted with software acquisition personnel at the

Aeronautical System s Division of Air Force Sys tems Command at

Wright-Patterson AFB , Ohio. A major conclusion of this thesis is that

the development of a computer software management discipline is both

necessary and feasible.
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I . AV I ON IO SOFT WARE ACQUISITION PROBLEMS

Introduction

Avionic software development and procurement has been an area that

has largely escaped normal managerial controls. Frequently, actual

software costs excee d the initial budget by 100% and the time to reach

operational status is often twice as long as scheduled ( Ref 29:138).

It is difficult to estimate the effort required to produce software,

especially avionic software. The software devel opment process is not

wel l understoo d and the n aiierous fac tors affecting the development leave

decision makers with a l imited ability to effectively nunitor and direct

the p rocess.

Pr ior to WW II , the standard practice was to develop and acquire nost

system components and sometimes complete subsystems separately from their

use in the total weapons system. Design and integration approaches of

most weapons systems were stable enough to permit components and entire

subsystems to be integrated for the first time only after each was separately

completed. The Air Force was literally buying major weapons systems in

bits and pieces rather than as a total functioning system (Ref 32:73).

Following WWI I, the impact of advanced technology required a new

approach to system development that designed a component from its

Inception to integrate efficientl y into the total system. This called for

greater controls over the compl ex parallel developments to coordinate

schedul es , functions , physical characteristics , etc . (Ref 32:73).

Methods were devel oped wi thin the Air Force to control the technical

and mana ger ial functions of both contractor and in- house development.1
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This resul ted in a profileration of staff s and multiple level s of review

in both i ndustry and the Air Force (Ref 32:75).

The need to improve avionic system software acquisition has been

made apparent by the succession of cost overruns and defective systems

that have draw n shar p cr iti c ism to one or more programs in recen t years .

The clutter of programs and problems has made it difficul t to understand

or grapple with the underlying causes of software acquisition difficul ties

or their sol utions . Wel l known major systems with these cha racteristics

have been the B-l , C—5, F-1 5, F-lll , etc.

Each of these weapons systems contains a computer system as an

integral pa rt of its identity and function. This has become so common

that the term Embedded Computer System (ECS) has evolved to describe the

computer hardware and software that is buri ed wi thin a major weapons

system. This type of ECS is physically incorporated into a larger,

generally mobile, electromechanical system whose primary function is not

data processing (Ref 30:159). Generally, the DOD specifies the weapons

sys tem requireme nts and the develo pi ng con trac tor determi nes whether a

computer system must be integrated into the weapons system to satisfy those

design requirements.

Until recently, the major ity of mana gers and contra cting personnel

were content to treat software merely as data (Ref 17:1). These managers

were primarily concerned with the weapons sys tem meeting overal l design

s pecifications , not how a black box subsystem worked inside the total system.

Doc,.mientation of software of this type was sometimes given a low priority

because of its ex pense , and the idea of buying it later if necessary was

prevalent. This created a situation where a major weapons system was

acquired wi thout knowing comp1et~iy what was inside it or how to maintain

or modify f t. In s ome cases , when the sof tware documentation had to be2
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bought, It did not exist and the Individual people who developed it were

no longer available to provide It. The udata u therefore had to be

completely reconstructed at great expense.

Many stud ies have been made to find ways of improving software

acquisition. A major idea of these studies has been to increase management

visibility of software development. The importance of this visibility is

supported by the DOD Weapon Systems Software Management Program designating

software management visibili ty as one of its four main objectives (Ref ‘14:3).

The lack of software management visibility was also identified as a major

DOD problem in a Johns Hopkins Univers ity Applied Physics Labora tory (APL)

study enti tled DOD Weapon Systems Software Management (Ref 19:2-4).

Software is the least visible and tangible of any aircraft subsystem

and is therefore the least understood . System Program Office (SPO)

management seems to have a problem working wi th and understand i ng this

nebulous a rea because management is generally far removed from its

development . Unl ike the manager , who sometimes fears software, the engineer

who deal s with it on a day to day basis refers to it as if it were a physical

unit , not as the concept which it really is.

The develo pmen t, application , utilization , and management of software

for avionic systems is one of the most critical problems in impl ementing

digita l avionics. This is important because digita l avionics is apparently

the airborne info rmation processing tool of the future.

This statement has great significance to the DOD as evidenced by the

l arge software expenditur es to date. Jacques Gans l er. Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense for Material Acquisition , has stated that there are

at least 115 different defense systems that utilize ECS. approximately

one-half of which are now In service. He also stated that the DOD Is

spending more than $3 billion annuall y for software (Ref 16:41-43) (Ref 34:5).

3
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This has created great interest in the cost of software because some people

still consider software to be merely data required to utilize hardware.

The relative cost importance of s, ,ctware versus har~ iare is depicted

by the graph in Figure 1 . This graph was on the cover of the Defense

Management Journal, October 1975 (Ref 18:3).

Defens e systems costs have been rising at a rate approximately fi ve

times the national infl ation rate over the last twenty years. (Ref 4:3-4).

‘- Lack of contract costing visibility further complicates the cost problem

because software in the past was never cl assified as a separate contract

line i tem. Software was usually embedded in the total weapons system cost

and could not be tracked separately. Management did not place enough

100 _______________ _________________
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Fi gure 1 . Hardware versus Software Cost Trends (Ref 18:3).
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emphasis on development of computer resources until afte r it was designa ted

a problem area, and achie~ 1ng visibility after the fact was ne...rly impossible.

The indirect costs of software are even greater than the direct

cos ts because software is generally on the critical path in overal l

system development. That is to say that software schedul e slippages usually

translate directl y into total system schedul e slippages (Ref 39:7).

• Billions of dollars are being spent annually for embedded computer

systems (hardware and software) by the DOD. However, a search of the

literatu re uncovers no formal design method to insure that a given

hardware/software mechanization is near optimum for either a general or

specific application (Ref 6:98).

Some Major Software Problems : (Ref 31 :39):

1. Faul ty and incomplete communication of user requ i rements.

2. Unreal istic cost estimates caused by insufficient visibility

and control . (There appears to be no rel i able techn i ques for

estimating development effort.)

3. Unrealistic time schedules caused by the same lack of visibility

and control .

4. High software failure rates.

5. Incompl ete and insufficient speci fications.

Software visibility has been heralded as the key to solving the

software devel opment problem . The major reason has been the lack of

importance associated with software development in relation to the overal l

weapons system . This lack of a ttention amplifies errors made early in a

program such as inadequate requirements definition and incomplete integration

of hardware and software requirements . The lack of development status

mon i toring during development aggravates the problem (Ref 14:1).5



An unders tandable eagerness to avo id pas t errors and minimize future

criticisms leads to the bureaucratic tendency to bring all information to

the top for decisions or to leave major decisions and data at too low a

level . The DOD has shown wide swings between “central ized” and “decentral i zed”

patterns of management philosophy on decision making (Ref 32:87).

The current DOD philosophy on decision making attempts to maximi ze

the advantages and minimize the disadvantages of centralized control by

selectively decentralizing some decisions and encouraging participation

in management. This policy has increased Air Force responsibility for its

own programs by giving it more authority to make decisions . Finding a

compromise position between centralization and decentralization appears

to be the best approach. However, philosophy and pol icy need to be reinforced

by clear statements on the limi tations and placement of authority and

responsibility within the Air Force and all of the DOD (Ref 32:87).

Currently, policy making and acquisition program monitoring responsibilities

are split between the business and technical functions of high l evel management .

In the DOD, a l arge number of regulations , directives , and standards

have been written for systems acquisition management. Most of these

documents , were not designed originally for software but were modified after

the fact. The majority of these publications are still hardware oriented

and conflict with each other and with current policy (Ref 35:29).

Upon initiation of a new acquisition program, the procurement function

must begin employi ng the contractual techniques and tools required by policy

and regulation. These pol icies and regulations , wh ich were usually wr itten

for more orthodox procurement applications , have themsel ves frequently

created difficul ties when appl ied to advanced technology acquisition programs.

6
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When technical requirements and considerations occur first and the

bus i ness function second, the acquisition process operates In an

Information vacuum . Important issues go unresolved and are sometimes

determined without Inputs from affected organizationa l functions . Those

Issues Include rol es and relationsh i ps of governmen t to Industry In

defining a system , method of approach , degree of technical risk , scheduling,

priorities , and cost, all of which should be considered from the start

by all affected parties.

With only a single organized effort underway to meet the need , system

performance and schedule slippage have to be accommodated by additional

funding . As a result of this monopoly-like situation , costly and burden-

some controls and regulations must be applied to a greater extent than in

competitive procurements to assure public accountability .

In addition , there are no standards to measure the efficiency of a

single software devel opment undertaking and no competition to aid in

choos ing the best system . This , coupled with a contractor ’s tendency to

promise the customer what he wants rather than innovating and demonstrating

new products that were not asked for, decreases the emphasis on produc t

improvement .

Another recurring problem area is that contractors are overoptimistic

in their estimates of system cost, performance, and delivery date and

mak e con trac tual commitments base d on those es timates In order to w in

program awards .

The need for software visibility to combat development problems has

been stated repeatedly in current litera ture and speeches (Ref 14:1). How-

ever , many attempts at corrective action to date have been piec emeal and

counterproduc tive , l eading to regulations to explain regulations , people

7
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to check peopl e, and procedures to fac ilit ate procedures. These patchwork

improvements only aggravate the underlying problem in avionic software

acquisition. That prob lem Is the lack of visibility over the key decisions

that control the definition , deve lopment, and acquisition of avionic

software (Ref 32:70).

Statement of the Problem and Study Objectives

The ECS softwa re for a weapon system development is not the major

part of the total system but must be considered critical to the overal l

performance of the system. If the total system will not function without

the software, the importance of this facto r is wel l established . The

question is , how does the manager supervise ECS software development

to acquire effective software delivered in a timel y fashion?

This question leads to the subject of this research: the development

of a set of recommendations that if impl emented would improve the ability

to monitor and manage ECS software devel opment progress in the United

States Air Force (USAF). The Initial recommendations are a synthesis of

the ideas and concepts conta ined in the ava i lable li terature. A ser ies

of intervi ews with experts in the field hel ps consol idate and refine the

recommendations into a product usable to the ECS software development

community.

There appears to be no generally accepted guidelines for planning

sof tware acquis iti on programs , and therefore, provisions for moni toring

and managing development progress often are initially overlooked . If the

proper management Information requirements are not defined early ~~~~. a

program, the necessary data is generally not availabl e l ater to monitor

and control the development effort. This prevents accurate eval uation

of contractor or in-house progress toward development goals. Management,

therefore, cannot determine whether software development is on schedul e

8



or whether more attention , i.e., manpower and money, shoul d be ex pended

to prevent software from becoming a troublesome critical path program

del ay . Ac cording to Brooks , any increased effo rt must occur before a

problem develops to be effective (Ref 7:44-52). The lack of visibility

of software development progress precludes accurate establishment of

development miles tones and measuring compl etion of those milestones .

This forces the USAF to accept a contracto r ’s forecast of a

“reasonable ” schedul e and incremental estimates of degree of task compl e-

tion because there is no way to question the contractor ’s eval uation .

In other words, there is no way to refute a contracto r ’s reply of 90%

compl ete and two months ahead of schedul e when he is actually 50% complete

and two months behind schedule.

What then, does the manager need to know about the software development?

Basically, the same information is needed to manage a software development

as is needed for a hardware development (Ref 14:4-5). Primarily, these

i nformation needs are:

1. Is it on schedule?

2. Is it within cost?

3. Does It meet technica l specifications ?

The probl em bei ng researched here is to fi nd way s to ensure that

these three questions are more accurately answered during the development

process.

Scope

This research has been limited to ECS software even though some of

the discussions and concl usions may apply to Automatic Data Processing (ADP)

software. The primary orientation has been toward computer systems acquired

under the 800 series of Air Force regulations ra ther than the 300 series .

9



This limitation tended to focus on airborne and spaceborne Operational

Flight Program (OFP ) development because most Air Forc e ECS software

is of this type. These developments al so tend to be of a smaller

magnitude, thus simplifying data collection and analysis.

The research was also limited to the development phase of the

softwa re life cycl e bec ause, unlike hardware, there is no production

phase. After completion of the devel opment, the fina l software program

is merely duplicated, distributed for operational use , and control led

as a Time Controlled Technical Order (TCTO) . Therefo re , the operational

use, maintenance , and modification of ECS software has not been covered

here.

Software cost estimating has been covered only as was necessary and

no detailed inclusion was attempted due to extens ive treatment elsewhere .

Organization of the Thesis

The study was done in the form of two separate but related investi-

gations with Chapter II discussing the methodology for those investiga-

tions .

Chapter III describes the ECS software development process and

rela tes much of the relevant literature directly to the traditional DOD

development cycle.

Chapter IV contains the results of the portion of the search of

current literature that was intended to determine the state-of-the-art

and current thinking on the probl ems of managing software development.

Discussions of potential solutions to these problems were digested and

documented. The end resul t of this section was a tentative set of

recommendations that, if impl emented, would improve the ability to

monitor and manage ECS software acquisition by increasing development

visibility . This set of recommendations was then used to initiate a series

10



of interviews with software development experts .

Chapter V presents the results of subj ective interviews with ten

Air Force sof twa re project managers and other experts to validate and

revise the tentative set of recommendations to refl ect their collective

thinking and experiences . The revised set of recommendations is included

at the end of this chapter.

Chapter VI contains a sumary and some concl usions with respect

to software development visibility and how best to achieve it.

11



II. METHODOLOGY

This thesis represents an investigation of the probl ems involved

in developing one particular class of computer softw are, ECS avionic

software. Specifically, the objectives of this study were:

1. To review the availabl e literature and derive from that

a set of recommendations to improve the ability to monitor

and manage LJSAF ECS software development .

2. To conduct a series of interviews with people knowl edgeabl e

in the ECS softwa re development fiel d, who would hel p

consolidate and refine the recommendations into a produc t

beneficial to the ECS software development community.

3. To learn more about the thesis topic.

In pursuit of these objectives , Chapter I discusses the nature of ECS

software development problems while this chapter , Chapter II , describes

the methodology that was followed to accomplish the research objectives .

Chapte r III presents and analyzes the ECS acquisition process and Chapter IV

surveys the relevant litera ture that was not covered in Chapters I, II,

or III. Chapter V documents and analyzes the interview resul ts and

Chapter VI contains the summary , concl usion, and recomended areas for

further research .

The L itera ture Search

A major goal of this thesis was to review the availabl e literature

in the area of software management visibility and to combine that

information into a set of recommendations. Those recommendations were

points the author believed woul d increase management control and visibility

of avionic software development efforts and therefore improve the quality

12
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of the ECS software product. An extensive search of current literature

was conducted and probl ems, experiences , and possible solutions were

noted.

The rel evant literature consisted of magazine articl es , guidebooks ,

research reports , conference proceedings , regulations , specifications ,

standards , correspondence, and speeches . This info rmation was

supplemented by attendance at conferences, seminars, briefings , inter-

views , and personal experience . The increasing number of publ ications and

conferences reveal a substantial current interes t in the subj ect of ECS

softwa re .

There were three basic categories of literature encountered:

1. 000 sponsored studies and guidebooks.

2. DOD regulations , specifications , standards , and manuals.

3. Thesis , reports and periodicals.

The majority of the published research was sponsored by DOD and is

presented in Chapter III as it relates to the acquisition process

because it deal s with acquisition guidance and policy . The survey of the

state-of- the-art software acquisition literature m d  uded the areas of

software engineering, software management , and software contracting .

It provided the information necessary to dete rmine thos e areas of software

acquisition where improvements woul d most increas e product quality and

developmental control. A tentative set of recommendations was generated

from which to initiate the interviews , a s ummarized version of which is

included here for discussion .

Summarized Prel iminary

Recommendations to Improve Software AcQuisition Visibility

1. Require using command participation in and input to all

13
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requirements definitions and design reviews .

2. RequIre that softwa re be included in all System Requirements

Analysis (SRA) during the Concept Formulation Phase of system

acquisition.

3. Move softwa re to a higher level In the Work Breakdown Structure

( WBS ) and revise MIL-STD-88lA to include softwa re .

4. Establish measurable and achievable milestones for each

software development.

5. Emphasize software in the Program Management Plan (PMP) and

greater use of the CRISP .

6. Define support and operational software as separate deliverable

contract line Items with configuration Item status.

7. Ensure that one person Is accountable and responsible for

software In the SPO.

The recommendations were the author ’s estimate of the most needed

changes in the software acquisition process. Each reconinendatlon , if

Implemented , was believed by the author to increase the quality and

timeliness of information necessary to understand and control the

acquisition cycle either by affecting the management information or the

management personnel .

The Interview

The interviews were designed to compile feedback as to the accuracy

of the tentative recommendations and to test additional conclusions derived

from the literature. One Interview per subj ect was conducted with the

consensus of subjective results integrated into the tentative reconir,endatlons

after all interviews were conducted . The subjective results inc ’ude

[ additions , deletions , corrections , and overall opinions of Interviews

subjects.

14 
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Since the interview is subjective in nature and not readily

quantifiable, the interview format was not formal ly pretested . There

was no stat ist ical requirement for sampl e size , and ten subj ects were

deemed sufficient to give feedback for analysis. An approximately

equal mix of civilian and milita ry government experts were utilized.

The answers to interview questions were assumed to refl ect the subjects

true beliefs .

The Interview Format

After the recommendations were formal i zed , a structured interview

was created to guide the interview subjects throu~*~ the required material

Each st~ject was asked the same questions with the responses and any

ensuing discussion documented by this author. The recommendations

were incl uded in the structured Interview which covered a wide range

of subjective software developmen t and management issues . The interviews

were designed to test concl usions derived from the litera ture and al so

to evaluate the accuracy and compl eteness of the recommendations. The

interview fo rmat is included at the end of this chapter and will be

discussed here.

Because the interview s were primarily the expression of subjective

views by the subjec ts , the format fi rst es tablished the subj ect ’ s

experience level and genera l credibility . The experience and credibility

factors were necessary In order to judge the relative weight and usefulness

of subject responses. This was done by asking questions about the number

of years and type of computer experience as wel l as current grade and

current job. The remainder of the intervIew invo lved both general and

specific questi ons concerning technical and managerial ECS software acquisition

15



issues. The recommendations as well as two sets of software acquisition

problems were separately rank ordered and discussed by the subjects . Issues

were addressed that allowed for either a managerial or an engineering view-

point and a di fference of op inion was apparent along those lines. The

results of the interviews are discussed in greater detail in Chapter V

and the Prel iminary Recommendations are further discussed at the end of

the literature discussion in Chapter IV .

Description of Interview Population

The interv iews were conducted w ith ten sof tware engineers and

computer program development managers of the Aeronautical Systems Division

of Air Force Systems Command (ASD/AFSC) at Wright-Patterson AFB , Ohio.

Their individual and collective experience levels have been determined

by the author to be sufficient to justify their classification as experts

in the practical applications of software development techniques. These

experts have actua l experience in the software development field ranging

from 5 to 18 years, therefore , are assumed to be qualified to speak on

visibility problems .

The interviews were personally conduc ted by this author in private

environments . The subjects were separately interviewed to maintain the

individuality and originality of responses. Each was chosen because of

his experience level and type of background . Some subjects were senior

engineers and managers while some were Captains with five years of experience

in the software development area . An interesting point is the fact that a

junior Captain with only six years in the service and five years in software

development is a senior man in the software development field. The general

‘“lac k of experienced people made the junior Captain the Functiona l Group

l eader of his software development office. The subjects were distributed

16 
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about evenly between managers and managing engineers . That is to say

the shortage of software ac quisition personnel requires that some

engi neers must also serve as managers , usually wi thout adequate

preparation.

Methods of Analysis and Comparison

This thesis did not l end itself to quantitative or totally objective
N

analysis. The literature provided expert opinions on how to analyze

software development~p~~blems and possible solutions. The interviews

documented the opinions ~~ prac tic ing sof tware engineers and managers

concerning software visibility and the author ’s tentative recommendations.

The synthesis of ideas from the literature into recomendations, the

interpretation and inclusion of feedback from interviews , and the

derivation of thesis conclusions are the subjective efforts of the
N

author. While striving for objectivity and unbiased analysis , the

author ’s personal exper ience’ in the software area influences the inter-

pretation of interview and literature data sources.

Interv iew Format

1. Have you been associated with the acquisition of ECS software? ‘
~~~~.

2. How many years?

3. What is your current grade?

4. Where are you assigned?

5. What type of software experience do you have?

6. Describe your current job.

7. What order would you place the following ECS software problems

in to reflect the greatest difficulty to your organization?

Why?

17
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a. Dynamic state of the technical art.

b. Contracting policies .

c. Inadequate management techniques .

8. What other problems have you encountered?
9. From your experience , do you agree that some of the ECS software

acquisition problems are caused by management’s inability to

develop appropriate techniques as fast as the technical state-

of-the-art advances? Please comment.

10. From your experience, in what rank order of importance woul d you
place the following problems? Why?

a. Defining the specific software requ irements.

b. Defining and then implementing milestones for ECS software

development.

c. Tracking the software system ’s development progress.

d. Defining and specifying the software end product.

e. Verification and Validation (V&V).

11 . Woul d you say that ECS acquisition managers are well prepared

and trained or would you say that, for new personnel , a learn-by -
experience education system is employed? Explain.

12. What experience and training do you feel are required for an

adequate background?

13, Do you feel that good management practices and expertise are

usuall y available but are not effectively used? Explain.

14. Do you believe that useful management information is often

unava ilable when needed because practices for evaluation , formatting ,

and feedback of software management information is inconsistent or

loosely defined? Why?

18
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15. From your experi ence , do software requ i rements , definitions ,

risk analysis , development planning, preli minary des ign

interface definitions occur during Full Scale Development

(FSD) or earlier? Should software design and analysis

begin earlier in the acquisition process than it does now?

Explain.

16. Do you feel that hardware is usually initiated so early

that software is forced to accept changes to relieve

hardware difficulties even wi thout the appropriate

engineering and design? Explain.

17. Do you believe that software is so different from hardware,

that hardware management approaches , techniques , and procedures

will not work for software? What aspects of hardware and

software development can be considered alike? Why?

18. Can most hardware problems be solved by changing software?

What are the implications? Is this good or bad?

19. Does management of ECS software acquisition use a total systems

approach for hardware and software combined? Should it now?

20. Do you feel that hardware design drives and limits software

alternatives? Should more tradeoffs be made?

21. Should software be designed first and hardware designed or

acquired off the shelf to match it?

22. Look at the separate list of “Recommendations for Improving

Software Acquisition Visibility .” In what order of importance

woul d you place these suggestions?

23. Concerning these recommendations, do you:

a. Completely agree ,

b. Completely disagree .

19
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c. Feel it needs improvements - what changes?

d. Incompl ete - what additions?

24. Do you have any suggestions on how to improve the management

visibili ty of ECS software development?

25. Do you have any general comments on the subject of the interview?

20



III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

A prima ry aim of this thesis is to find means of increasing the

visibility of software devel opment efforts. Better visibilit y would

provide greater warning indications of development difficulties , hel p

prevent catastrophic schedule and budget overruns , and improve the

technical quality of software products. To discuss software visibility

problems and imp rovements , a basic understanding of the process of

software development is necessary . The process must be studied in

terms of the devel opment functions performed , the resources required

to perform the function , and the environment in which the devel opment

is accomplished . Each devel opment function varies with program size ,

complexity , and degree of risk , and these factors along with many others

must be considered when analyzing the software development cycle.

The software developmen t process has been described in great detail

many times. However, each author on the subject seems to utilize

different terminology . For exampl e, mangol d defines the software devel opment

process with seven steps (Ref 20:2-8):

1. System requirements

2. Software requirements

3. Preliminary design

4. Detailed design

5. Code and debug

6. Test and preoperations

7. Operations and maintenance

21
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Itheredge on the other hand uses a three step descri ption (Ref 15:21):

1. Ana lysIs and design

2. Impl ementatIon and test

3. Del Ivery and maintenance

Wo’Iverton proposed a similar classific ation (Ref 38:13):

1. AnalysIs and design

.‘. Coding and debugging

3. Checkou t and test

Wolverton also derived emperical evidence that followed wha t he labeled

the 40-20-40 rule for allocation of software development resources. He

stated tha t 4O~t of the cost of software development was for step one,

analysis and design ; ?0~. for step two, coding and debugg ing ; and 40’t

for checkout and test. These are only a few of the methods of describing

the software development process: a more compl ete discussion of the appli-

cable literature Is reserved for a later chapter.

For the purposes of this thesis the software development process wil l

be discussed In relation to DOD acquisition activities. Watson ’s model

for software development (Ref 37:5-55) Is formulated within the five

phases of the DOD acquisition model. The norma l DOD weapon system

acquisition life cycle is defined In Air Force Regul ation 800-2, “Program

Management ,” and in more detail in Air Force Regulation 800-3, “Engineering

for Defense Systems,”and consists of five phases:

1. Concept Formulation

~
‘ . Validation

3. Ful l Sca le Development (FSD)

4. ProductIon

5. Operation/Maintenance
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FIgure 3 sh~ ,s these phases combined wit h the prima ry tasks of both

software and hardware developm ent, the related design rev i ews, configura-

tion audits , baselines , and the four milestone s defined by DOD 5000.1

(Ref 30:5).

Hardware and softwa re developmen t programs progress through the

system life cycle prim arily In the same manner. The big difference is

that software acquisition needs no production phase , while ~~1nq direct ly

from F SD to dep 1 oymen t.

Software developmen t after definition of the ha rdware and software

requirements can he classified In the following genera l tasks (Ref 30:5):

1. Prel Iminary Design (Analysis)

~~~. Detailed Des i gn

3. Coding and Subunit Testing

4. IntegratIon and Testing

5. Deploymen t

Air Force Regulation (AFR) 800-14, Volt~ue II (Paragraph 2-8) defines

a compu ter program life cycle that is separate and distinct from the

traditional DOD devel opment life cycle that Includes phases 1 through

4 above. U~wever, It defines step 5 as Installat ion and step 6 as

Operation and Support .

The rev iews and aud i ts depicted In figure :~ (Ref 30:7) are based

on the requirements of MIL-STD- l 5.flA with hardware and software usually

considered separa tely. The MIL-STD-483 principl es of configuration

management and the MIL-STD-490 specification requirements are also

reflected in Figure 2.

Watson also relates software development to the parallel hardware

development as the tota l Embedded Computer System progresses through

23
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the devel opment cycle. This approac h is very useful for analyzing the

devel opment visibility problem because it illuminates the critical

decision points encountered In the DOD DSARC environment.

DSARC is an acronym for the Defense Systems Acquisition Review

Council . The DSARC body examines a program at the end of a development

phase to determine whether more resources should be expended on it and

thereby allow it to pass to the next development phase. An unfavo rabl e

DSARC decision either cancel s the program or leaves it stagnant pending

further study.

Traditional DOD ECS Acquisition Life Cycle Phases

A new system is developed in response to a perceived change in the

environment. The change could be in a milita ry threa t or new technological

advances that significantl y modify militar y capabilities. Active systems

may even need repl acement, but the point is that a requirement must be

recognized before a new system concept can be formalized.

The Concept Formulation phase analyzes the perceived need to determine

whether or not it should be firmly established. Studies are conducted to

determine if the proposed systems are economically or technically feasible

and if production can be accomplished in time to satisfy the requirement.

During this phase, some expl oratory devel opment is often done to estima te

the technological feasibility of produci ng the system (Ref 25:11).

The Val idation phase was previously called the project or contract

definiti on phase. The system’s performance requirements are defined and

a m inimum of prel iminary design and en9lneering is accomplished . Major

technical appro aches are anal yzed and some ha rdware may even be developed.

The result of this phase is the contract definition which is required to

initiate Full Scale Devel opment (FSD ) (Ref 25:20).
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FSD generally incl udes the design , prototyping and testing of the

compl eted system. This phase is of prima ry concern to this thesis and

will be extensively discussed in a later section .

Production of the compl eted system can mean many things. Mass

production lines are required to produce fleets of airc raft but a few

hours of computer time coul d “produce ” enough copies of a software

program to issue one copy per aircraft. Acceptance testing can last

weeks for aircraft and seconds for a single punched tape copy of a

computer program.

The operation and maintenance phase begins when the first system

is del ivered and considered functional . A statement is then issued

announcing the Initial Operating Capability (b C) for the system. The

system is then operated, maintained , and even modified to utilize it

over an average 10 to 20 years of operational life. When the system

is no longer a cost effective method of satisfying its assigned mission ,

it is considered for retirement and the life cycle is compl eted.

A few additional terms should be touched on here befo re delving

deeper into the software development process.

Reliability is one term that does not mean the same thing to software

that it does to hardware. Generally, reliability can be defined as the

probability that an i tem will function within speci fied l imits for at

least a specified period of time under specified environmental conditions .

Hardware reliability is usual ly described as mean time between failure

(MTBF) rates. However, the MTBF concept does not l end i tself to describing

software reliability. There are sever al reasons for this. One is that

software does not normally fail in the sense that it suddenly stops

functioning . Software does not experience physical degradation and
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therefore, is not subject to sudden failure (Ref 37:21). Unlike hardware,

the older more widely used software is more reliabl e because through use

most errors have been discovered and corrected . The problem is that

software will almost always do what the programer coded it to do, and

still may not meet the performance requirements. The Joint Logistics

Comuanders Software Rel iability Work Group (SRWG) defined software

reliability as (Ref 36:89):

the probability that software will satisfy stated
operational requ i rements for a specified time interval. . .“

The SRWG definition considers software to be reliabl e even if

there are errors, so long as it performs its operational functions

satisfactorily. The SRWG also states that (Ref 36:90):

“There are no quanttfiabl e means at present which can be
used to guarantee or measure software rel iability .”

Unl i ke hardware there are no imperfections or variations that

are introduced by making additional copies of a piece of software other

than easily checked copying errors. While hardware is constrained by

the l aws of physics and can fail due to heat, grav ity and other physical

phenomenon, software will not. However, if a computer fails the software

it contains will cease to function properly. Software interfaces are

generally conceptual rather than physical , e.g., there are no easy-to-

v isual ize w i res and connec tors (Ref 36:47).

When a hardware development manager moves to the software development

fiel d, he is forced to reevaluate some of his attitudes and approaches to

probl ems and concepts. The concept of hardware reliability just does not

fit software because it is impossible to prove that software is reliable.

A manager can only hope to get a feel thg for the probability of rel iability

from doctinentation of the development and testing process (Ref 37:21).
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The DOD has historically treated ECS software as technical data

(Ref 17:1). This has caused some problems in the areas of Verification

and Val idation because of the varied and conflicting uses of the

terminol ogy. Validation of computer programs is defined by AFR 800-14

as the process of determ i n ing that the computer pro grams were dev elope d

in accordance with specifications (Ref 2). In a different use of the

term , Val idation is the phase of the project development when the

preliminary design and engineering concepts are verified and definite

management pl anning is performed (Ref 25:20). Another type of

validation occurs during the development phase just prior to production.

Validation at this time certifies that the system complies with its

performance specifications (Ref 37:21).

Validation al so is used with respect to technical’ data such as

repair manual s when it is prepared as Technical Orders (TO). A TO is

a set of instructions for operating and maintaining equipment or

performing other tasks that require a standard procedure (Ref 30:15).

In this case, validati on consists of the contractor proving the accuracy

and completeness of the TO document. Ver i fication in this sense is an

actual A ir Force user chec king the TO for clear , sufficient content and

compatibility with existing equipment and procedures .

Verifi cation of computer software, on the other hand , is defined

by AFR 800-14 as the process of assuring that performance of the required

functions in the specified environment is satisfactory (Ref 2). Satisfac-

tory is a key word becaus.e of the impossibility of checking all of the

potentially infinite number of logical paths. There are many more

distinct paths to test in software than Th hardware and the software

errors general ly come without advance warning, provide no period of

grace ful degrada ti on , and usuall y do not announce their occurrence (Ref 36:47).
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The best possible condition of software veri fication is merely

satisfactory performance combined with documentation to assure that

the develooment was properly executed . However , all hardware circuits

can be physically tested and except for future degradation , it can be

said that performance has been proven . If a hardware faul t is detected

and repaired, the system usually is restored to its previous condition.

A software correction on the other hand , always changes the previous

state of the system (Ref 36:91).

The flexibility provided by software also introduces another

problem area. It is sometimes too easy to make changes, and modifica-

tions are sometimes made too casually without full consideration of the

impacts . Making a correct change is generally very difficul t and even

harder to test because of the interdependency of the software parts .

The main point here is that software is never 100% rel iable (Ref 37:22).

Now that the required terms have been discussed and the framework

constructed for understanding the software development process, the

process steps will be reviewed in greater detail .

Concept Formul a tion

Concept Formulation is basically the method of deciding whether or

not to comit further funds to a proposed system. The formulation phase

weeds out the technically impractical and economically unfeasible system

proposals and further defines the selected systems. The proposals may

be rejected because they do not meet user requirements or are not feasible

in terms of cost, technical performance, or schedule. During this phase,

analyses and studIes are performed to document the necessary data and

pertinent information to al low high l evel decision makers to determine the

necessity of a project (Ref 25:11).
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To facilitate these high level decisions , reports are prepared and

submitted stating the options and relevant factors. The Decision

Coordinating Paper (DCP ) is one type of report in this category . DCP’s

are required for each DSARC review , are l imi ted to 20 pages each , and are

label ed DCP I, DCP lb . and OCP Ill respectively. A DCP is required by

DOD Instruction 5000.2, Para graph IV.A.2 , to document the important

information concerning the system and its status . The factors covered

woul d inc lude the need, the threat, concep t, milestones , and unreso l ved

issues (Ref 25:9).

The major inputs , functions , and outputs of the Concept Formulation

phase are as fol lows (Ref 27:12-20) (Ref 37:24—25):

INPUTS

1. User Requirements (Requirement for Operationa l Capability )

2. Planning Criteria

3. Cost Estimation Approaches

4. Required Resources vs Available Resources

FUNCTIONS

1. Initial System Definition

2 ~valuation of Technological Al ternatives

3. Studies and Comparison of Cost/Benefi t of Al ternatives

4. Selection of Best Al ternative

5. Engineering Refinement and Draft of Functional Specification

6. Planning

REVIEWS and AUDITS

1. System Requirements Review - (SRR )

2. DSARC I(Program Decision )
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OUTPUTS

1. Program Description

2. Draft System Performance Specification

3. Preliminary Resource Requirements

4. Preliminary Schedul es

5. Prel iminary Cost Estimates

6. Prel iminary Subsystem Requ i rements Allocation

7. Program Management Directive (PMD)

8. Draft DCP I for DSARC I

9. Draft Validation Phase Request for Proposal (RFP) and Statement

of Work (SOW) - Software Sections

10. Initial Program Management Plan (PMP)

It must be recognized here that this is the ideal situation , the

way the acquisition process shoul d work, not necessarily the way it

is. Some factors that should be considered as early as Concept Formulation

in actual practice are not covered until later phases . The most important

of these overlooked i tems is planning , especially for software development.

It should also be noted that the primary emphasis of this phase

is toward the major weapons systems such as the aircraft or missile.

The subsystems incl uding computers are reviewed only from a functional

standpoint to answer questions regarding subjects such as their technical

feasibility . Determination of how to approach performance problems are

reserved for the validation phase. If the major system concept is

recommended for further expenditure of funds and passes to the Validation

phase,the subsystem technical approach t~ performance requirements is then

add resse d . S
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Validation

During the Validation phase, the s,ystem per~o~ iance requirements are

allocated into subsystem performance requirements an~\~nter faces between
subsystems are defined . The summation of the subsystem

’
~~,~formance

requi rements should then satisfy the performance specified ~ ‘r~the total

system. First, an analysis is performed to evaluate the techni
’
�~1.\

and

economic aspects of the prel iminary system requirements . The user ”~”\
miss ion and operating environment is anal yzed and compared with the

prel iminary system requirements to determine any deficiencies and the S

degree of technical risk involved . The total system performance 
S

S requirements and system definition are then revised to reflect the new

performance concepts (Ref 25:20).

After the total system has been reviewed, the individual subsystems

undergo the same type scrutiny. At that time, operational , performance,

and design requirements and specifications are generated . Pl anning, cost

estimating and schedul ing are conducted for each major subsystem as wel l as

the total system. For major weapons systems, the largest part of the

validation phase is usually conducted by a contractor with the Air Force

merely reviewing and approving (Ref 37:29-31).

The Validation phase is primarily made up of the following (Ref 27),

(Ref 37:30-31) and (Ref 30:5-67):

INPUTS

1. Mission Requirements

2. Mission Operational Environment

3. Planning Criteria

4. Subsystem Operating Concepts

5. Cost Esti~attons

6. Descr iption o f Program Charac ter i s tics
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7. Draft System Specification or System Performance Specification

8. Prel imi nary Resource Requirements Estimate

9. Prel iminary Schedul es

10. Revised DCP I and Possibl e Redirection from DSARC I

11. Budget Authorization/Program Authorization (BA/PA)

12. Revised PMD

FUNCTIONS

1. System Requirements Analysis. (SRA)

2. Development Pl anning

3. Contract Pl anning

4. Detailed Cost Estimating

5. Trade Off Studies

6. Interface Plann ing

7. Revise System Speci fication

9. Review Validation Phase Contract REP and SOW for Software Items

10. Draft Software Development Specifi cation

11. Draft Prel iminary Software Tes t Plan

12. ~Draft CRISP

• 13.’, ‘Prepare Draft DCP II for DSARC II S

REV IEWS AND AUDITS

1. System Design Review (SDR) S

2. DSARC II (Ratification Decision)

OUT~tJT.S, ~

1. Revised System Spec tftcatton

2. Prel iminary Subsystem Design and Development Specification

3. Revised Schedules

4. Prel iminary Test and Integration Plans
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5. Trade Off Study Reports

6. Detailed Cost/Benefit Study Reports on Al ternatives

7. System Requ irements Anal ys is (SRA )

8. Operation and Devel opment Plans

9. Detailed Cost Estimates

10. Dra ft CRISP

11 . RFP and SOW

12. Signed Validation Phase Contract

13. Revised DCP II from DSARC II

14. Revised PMP

At this point, the reader is again reminded of the difference between S

the ideal ECS devel opment cycle and the devel opment process as it is

actually practiced . The preceding discussion has been concerning the

ideal Concept Formulation and Validation phases . Compared to the

extensive paper studies , analyses, and some times ex plora tory deve lo pment S

of hardwa re , Val idation phase software studies are al most non-existent.

Software is analyzed only to the point of deciding whether the total

system should util ize some software and then to roughly estimate the

amount and cost of software.

Both the Rand Study (Ref 13) and AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7 (Ref 3) emphasize

the generation of speci fications during the val idation phase with the

DSARC II milestone as the final event in the phase. DSARC II is the

decision point as to which programs are funded further and thus proceed

to the Full Scale Development phase.

S 
The question that arises here is, who should do the analysis that

is requ ired to es tabl i sh softwa re des ign and perfo rmance requireme nts?

The abstract nature of software must be considered when making this

decision because software logic is so much a product of the programmer’s
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creative imagination and individua l mind . Because people look at and

approach probl ems differently it would seem logical to have the software

des ign ana lysis , cos t es timation , and scheduling done by the same people

who would do the programming (Ref 37:35).

Dr. Barry Boehm , Direc tor of Softwa re Resea rc h and Tec hno l ogy

at TRW wrote In Datamatlon, May 1973, that software emphasis was secondary

to hardware (Ref 5:48-59). He stated that software decisions and require-

ments should be completed before the critica l hardware decisions have been

made and that 35% of all software costs are for analysis. This means that

almost 35% of the software development should be accomplished prior to

FSD (Ref 5:57).

The Jo hns Hop ki ns Univers ity Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) study

titled , DOD Weapon System Software Management Study, stated in June of 1975

that (Ref 18:2-3),

“Despite the implications in the DSARC II rev iew that an
adequate design and costing basis must exist , curren t
di rec tives are va gue on the forma l requ i rements for the
vali dation phase of the acquisition process. Many software
cost overruns that stem from vague and inconsistent requ ire-
ments could be el iminated by more thorough analysis and
reviews of requirements specifications .” S

• The s tudy also recommended that directives and regulations require this

analysis and definition of software be performed during the Validation

phase. It is important to note that the APL study must have found a lack

of software analysis and definition in the Validation phase or the

preceding recommendation would not have been made.

The Joint Logistics Commanders Software Reliability Work Group (SRWG)

recommended In November 197 5 that (Ref 35 ;91),
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“Comprehensi ve policies should be develope d and emphasized
to ensure that the same attention is given to software require-
ments anal ys i s , planning and design as hardwa re during the con-
ceptual and validation phases of system development . Such
pol icies shoul d ensure that software is addressed In ~ C’ s .
SOR ’s, and DCP ’s and all other appropriate planning documents
and enforced through system design reviews .”

The three ac ronyms ROC , SOR, and DCP are acronyms for Requirement for

Operational Capability , Statement of Operational Requirements , and

Dec is ion Coo rd ina ting Papers , respectively.

DOD Directive 5000.29, “Management of Computer Resources in Major

Defense Systems ,” dated April 26 , 1976, stated tha t (Ref 12:2) ,

“Val idation of computer resource requirements, incl uding
so ftwa re, risk analyses , planning prel iminary design , security
where applicable , interface control, and integration methodo-
logy definition will be conducted during the Concept Formula-
tion and Program Validation Phases of Defense System Develop-
ment, prior to Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council
(DSARC ) II. ”

This directive al so required that defense ECS resources, i ncl uding both

computer hardware and software be specified and treated as configuration

i tems. Configuration item status places a high level of management

attention and control on ECS development efforts which previously coul d

be designated configuration i tems or critica l i tems (Ref 12:2). A

critica l item was on a much l ower level of management attention and

con tro l , and was therefore much less visible. A prima ry difference is

that a configuration item development specification is an input to FSD

while a critical item development specification is a product of FSD (Ref 37:37).

In addition , DOD Directive 5000.29 requIres that a computer resource

developmen t plan (CPDP ) be written prior to DSARC II and be maintained

S throughout the system life cycle (Ref 12:2.3). The above mentioned items

wer e normal ly accompl ished for ECS hardware prior to DSARC II but usually

not for software (Ref 37:38). These are a few exampl es of important changes
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in the policies and directi ves that appl y to software.

Hardware and software tasks during the Validation and Development

phases do not run parallel in spite of new directives and policies to

the contrary. This non paral l el development characteristic was

supported by Watson ’s study which provides the graph of Figure 3

(Ref 37:39).

S 
The termination of the Val idation Phase is the Ratification

• Decision known as DSARC II. This milestone is intended to judge the
S 

adequacy of the resultant system and to reassess the continuance of

• the system devel opment . An adverse Ratification Decision woul d end

the program while a favorable decision woul d allow program passage into

the FSD phase. Program termination coul d resul t from inadequate Validation

phase products , disco very of insurmountable technical problems, excessive

cos ts, or a reduction in the operational requirements that fi rst called 
S

for the system (Ref 25:35).

Ful l Scale Development

The purpose of the Ful l Scal e Development phase is to produce a

working prototype of the major system and then test to verify that the

prototype meets the functional and performance requirements . During this

phase technicians are trained to operate and maintain the system while

the documentation is generated for use in production and deployment (Ref 25:36).

S 
The FSD objectives incl ude completing system design, resolving important

• issues , and completely testing the prototype and its subsystems. It is

interesting to note that FSD yiel ds the initial operationa l versions of

the ECS software , not a prototype. Prototype in this case means a pre-

production system that is identical to the production system in form, fit
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and function , but usually differs in other ways such as breadboard versus

fully qualified printed circuit boards (Ref 25:36). Favorabl e ratification

by the Secretary of Defense at DSARC LI begins FSD but may also redirect

cer ta in system goal s , sc hedul es , al lowa ble cos ts , or o ther fac tors .

The software developmen t i tself can be classifi ed into five stages

(Ref 37:41) (Ref 30:7):

1. Development Tool Building

2. Prel iminary Design (Leading to PDR)

3. Detailed Design (Leading to CDR)

4. Coding and Debugging (Software Testing)

5. Compl ete ECS (Hardware and Software) Integration and Test

Software developmen t tools incl ude assembl ers, compilers and simulators,

to mention a few of the specialized programming tools that may be required .

Trade offs and analyses are utilized during the prel iminary design

stage to determine al ternative programming approaches and then to sel ect

the best method . Functional flows are generated, memory is al l ocated ,

programming tasks are allocated and generally high l evel software work is

accomplished (Ref 20:143) .

A formal preliminary Design Review (PDR) is hel d at the end of this

stage. The PDR evaluates the basic design for compl eteness, adequacy,

and compatability thru briefings , di scuss ions , and anal yses to dec ide

whether the software design is ready to progress to the detailed design

stage (Ref 33:37).

Dur ing the deta i led des i gn stage , those design activities are

accompl ished which are necessary prior to the actual coding of software.

High level software system flows are finalized and l ower l evel detailed
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subunit fl ows are generated. The Computer Program Development Spec ification

(Par t I) i s rev i e~ied and the draft Computer Program Product Specification

(Part I!) is generated. Prel iminary test plans and procedures are finalized

• and submi tted for approval .

The Critical Desi gn Review is held at the end of this stage to ensure

the design is complete enough to start actual coding. During this coding

the functional flow cha rts are converted into lines of softwa re ins tructions

• usuall y on a module to module bas i s. These modul es are then chec ked

manual ly for errors and then further checked with software diagnostic

programs. When enough nodules have been checked individually, they are

compiled and assembed into larger un i ts of software code. The process

goes through many iterations unti l the total software program has been

compiled and tested. At this point formal integration and testing begins

by combining the software with all the associated hardware (Ref 33:41).

The testing stage is made up of Verification and Validation (v & V)

testing . Val idation testing reviews hardware and software separately and

compares them with the appropriate requirements spec i fications to determine

whether those requirements have been met. After the hardware and software

have passed their separate validation tests they are integrated and sub-

mitted for Verification testing which compares the operation of the

combined ECS with the user ’s performance requirements (Ref 37:41-47).

A Functiona l Configuration Audit (FCA) is used to verify the

successful conclusion of testing. The FCA checks and documents that

performance requirements have been satisfied and thereby qualifies the

system for pr~duct1on. A Phys ical Conf i9uration Audit (pCA) is held to

identify the products and then to verify that the technical documentation

Is a realistic and complete descri ption of the FCA qualified product

(Ref 33:45-51).
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A Formal Qual ifi cation Review (FQR) is sometimes held after the PCA. 
S

When possible the FQR and FCA are comb ined, but if the FCA does not

fully satisfy all testing requirements of the Part I Development

Specifi cation the FQR is held. For this reason, the FQR is considered

an ex tens ion of the FCA .

The DSARC III milestone makes the Production and Depl oyment decision

5 
that ends the FSD phase and al lows the program to pass into the Production

Phase or cancels it.

FSD of software is generally made up of the following inputs ,

functions, reviews, audits and outputs (Ref 30:7-63), (Ref 25:44), and

S 
(Ref 37: 41-44):

S INPUTS
• 1. Revised Program Management Directive (PMD)

2. Revised Decision Coordinating Paper II (DCP II explaining Ratification

Decision of DSARC II and any redirection of goal s or constraints)

3. Budget Authorization/Program Authorization (BA/PA )

4. CRISP

5. Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP)

6. Computer Program Configuration Ma na gement Pla n

7. Dra ft RFP and SOW

8. System Specification

FUNCTIONS

1. Definition of Inputs/Outputs

2. Allocation of Software Tasks to Software Subunits

3. Generation of Functiona l Flow Diagrams
5 4. Allocation of Memory

5. Update of Schedul es and Cost Estimates

6. Generation of Initial Test Plans
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7. Interface Definition (incl uding signa l formats)

8. Timing Requi rements

9. Revise Software Portion of Contract RFP and SOW

10. Revise CRISP S

11. Revise CPDP

12. Review Need for Independent V & V

13. Revise System Specification to Reflect Changed Software Requirements

REVIEWS and AUDITS

1. Preliminary Des ign Review (PDR)

2. Critical Design Review (CDR)

3. Functiona l Configuration Audit (FCA) • 
S

4. Physical Configuration Audit (PCA)

5. Formal Qualification Review (FQR) 
S

6. DSARC III (Production and Deployment Decision)

OUTPUTS 
S

1. Final Computer Program Development Specification (Part I Specification)

2. Tes t Pl ans and Proce dures

3. Flow Charts

4. Input/Output Formats

5. Source Program (listings )

6. Object Program (machine language)

7. Draft Computer Program Product Specifica tion (Part II Specification)

8. RFP and SOW

9. Signed Con trac t

• Production

The primary objective of the Production phase is to produce and deploy

in good working order all of the planned dupl icates of the weapons system.
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During this phase, the version of the software program qualified during

FSD is dupl icated and accepted by the Air Force usually in a very short

process of copying punched tapes or other machine readabl e media and

checking for errors. This trivial duplication and acceptance operation

is often compl eted in only a few days . During FSD the acceptance tests

are specified to demonstrate compliance by hardware and software with

production requ irements. The computer hardware is produced in a more

orthodox manner with items manufactured sequentially over a l ong period

of time and accepted on an individual basis. When the hardware and

software have passed their acceptance tests they are passed to the

operational user.

A favorabl e DSARC III decision initiates this phase and may redi rect

factors such as quantities , cost and schedul e threshol ds . Program 
S

Management Responsibil ity Transfer (PMRT) from Systems Command to the

using command , on the other hand , terminates the Production Phase. The

occurrence of PMRT begins the Deployment Phase which is otherwise known S

as the Operation and Maintenance Phase .

Operation and Maintenance

The first production unit is deployed to the operational env ironment

where it undergoes a series of tests known as Initial Operational Test and

Eval uation (IOT&E). The purpose of IOT&E is to guarantee that the system

as delivered , satisfies the user ’s requirements in the operational

environment under real mission conditions . Satisfactory compl etion of

IOT&E resul ts in a formal statement of the Initial Operating Capability (b C).

The operation and use of an ECS is the performance of the assigned

mission on a regular basis. The effective use of the system is the prime

I,
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objective of thi~ phase and requires that it be maintained efficiently

until it is repl aced, retired, or const~ ed by war or accident. A

discussion of hardware and software maintenance must be treated

separatel y because of their unique differences .

Hardware mechanically wears out, el ectronic components fail , and

degradation occurs with operating time and usage. Components change

electrical characteristics and need adjustment and al ignment. Test

equipment, TO’s, and spare parts are required to bring the equipment back

to the physical condition it was in prior to the failure.

Software does not fail in the same way as hardware and does not

degrade with use. Software is consistent and will perform in a given

scenar io, the same way every time . Software errors are constant and will

not go away without program changes. Software failures duri ng operational

use are merely the recognition of an error that had been in the program
S all along (Ref 37:54).

In the case of softwar e, maintenance consists of investigating

possible software errors and devising corrections or ways to work around

the probl em. Modification of software would be changing it to meet

tered ope rational system requirements , or performi ng requested improve-

-‘~nts. Both maintenance and modification require retesting and checkout

of the entire computer program and are actually redevelopments through

the FSD steps of design , code and test (Ref 25:45).

Level -of-effort contracts are primarily used for both maintenance

and modification and too often are informally managed. These after the

fact software development efforts. should , however, be contractuall y as

wel l defined as during FSD . The A ir Force on the other hand , may decide
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to maintain and modify the software internall y rather than with

contractor personnel . If this “orga n ic ma intenance ” op tion i s chosen ,

the necessary specialized support tools and softwa re shoul d be acquired 5

and de~e1oped during FSD . Too often these support tools were developed

F by the contractor during FSD but the government did not acquire “rights ”
5 

to these items in the original contract Statement of Work (SOW) and

does not get them. Later, if an organic maintenance decision is made 5

by a tardy CRISP these special tools such as assentlers, compilers ,

editors, simul ators and emul ators must be purchased at a signifi cant

cost increase (Ref 25:46).

5 
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IV. LITERATURE SEARCH

One of the major goals of this thesis was to review the available

litera ture in the area of software management visibility and to combine

that information into a set of recommended improvements to increase S

- 

management visibility and control of avionic software development.

5 There is a substantial body of reputabl e sources , largely fro m DOD

• sponsore d researc h, that provide a sol id foundation on which to build

S the set of recomendations. These sources contain a large amount of

factual material and expert opinion on most aspects of system software

development. A l arge portion of the litera ture reviewed for this thesis

was referenced previously during discussions of both software acquisition

problems and the DOD software devel opment cycle. The remaining literature

5 that is deemed relevant will be covered now. For the sake of organization

and understa nding, the resul ts of the literature search will be treated

in three sections:

1. DOD Sponsored Studies and Guidebooks

2. DOD Regul ations, Specifications , Standards, and Manuals

3. Thesis , Repor ts , and Per iodi cal s

DOD Sponsored Studies and Guidebooks

To compl e te the discussion of the ECS software acquisition process ,

some coverage of specific problems must be made. The “ DOD Wea pon Systems

Sof twar e Managemen t Study” performed by the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL)

of Johns Hopkins University offers a “road—map” of cr it ical pro bl em areas

encountered during the software life cycle. This road-ma p is shown in 
5

Figure 4 (Ref 19:1 —3 ) and identifies 55 interrelated categories of problems.
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Each acquisition phase has its own distinct prob l ems and each problem

S has a cascading effect on later problems . Most of the literature encountered

S deal s with the interrelationship of these probl ems and recommendations for

their solution. In the Defense Management Journa l, October 1975, Deputy

Assistan t Secretary of Defense Jacques S. Gansler stinmarized the problems

listed in the APL study by stating that the most critical ECS software

acquisition problems are (Ref 17:1):

• 
1. Increasing weapon systenis dependence on software without adequate

management methods to control costs.

2. A lack of software Research and Development programs.

3. A need for improved management expertise and attention in relation

to ECS software.

5 
Muc h has been written about software acquisition probl ems and the lack

of management ability to contro l or even monit or developmen t progress.

The APL study expresses this concern wel l by stating (Ref 19:2-4),

“The lack of software visibility , as compared to hardware ,
S in the acquisition of major subsystems is generally agreed to

contribute to the fact that it is not wel l m anaged . This
acquisition management problem , in turn , results in numerous
sins of omission throughou t the development process tha t
result in unrealistic cost and schedule estimates , inadequate
configuration management , and related problems .”

The reviewed literature reveals the feeling that only recently has

so ftware been cons ide red as an impor tan t su bcomponen t of major weapons

systems. The heightened status of software is no doubt related to the

increased cost of software relative to hardware as evidenced by Figure 1.

Mr. Gansler, speaki ng as the former Deputy Assis tant Secretary of

Defense in January 1 978, lis ted the five major observable software management

problems as (Ref 34;6):
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1. Excessi ve Development Costs

2. Excessive Maintenance Costs

3. Schedul e Sl i ppages and Del ays

4. Excess i ve Errors /Faul ts

5. Duplication and Lack of Standardization

He then i temized in simple form what he considered to be the underlying

causes (Ref 34:6):

1. Lack of early management visibility

2. Lack of management discipline (professional expertise )

3. Lack of life cycle perspective 
S

4. Lack of sufficient control over expenditures

5. Lack of hardware/software tradeoffs

• 4 6. Lack of standardization S

7. Software treated as data 5

S In con cl us ion , he cited the fol lowing areas for improving the DOD software

acquisition process (Ref 34:9):

1. Increased emphasis on requirements analysis and val idation

2. Increased emphasis on resource acquisition planning

3. Increased emphasis on software configuration management and control

4. Increased emphasis on cost estimation and sizing

5. Increased emphasis on personnel development and training

6. Improve d pro curemen t prac tices
Malcolm Davis of the Rand Corporation made several pertinent points in

a paper submitted to the Software Rel iability Work Group (SRWG) of the

Joint Log isti cs Commanders El ectronics Systems Reliability Workshop:
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“Much of the approval chain in computer sys tems (bo th
procurement and R&D ) is made up of peopl e who are not up to
speed in contemporary computer business and are not suffi-
ciently supported by peopl e who are (Ref 36:39) (Ref 1:85).”

“There is an insufficient number of skil led softwa re
wor kers in resea rc h, technique development and practice
(Ref 36:40) (Ref 1:92).”

The development of software personnel with the expertise to satisfy

DOD requirements is frequently mentioned as a high priority action item.

The recommendations of the SRWG devoted 8 of its 45 points to the

acquisition and development of software professionals wi thin the DOD.

It pointed out that the application of eng i neering disciplines to the

dec i s ion and mana gement of sof tware resources i s emerging as a systematic

and use ful ac tiv ity . Because of its infanc y, however , those software

developmen t practitioners are l argely sel f-taught, with varied experience

l evels and backgrounds , and practice very littl e unifo rmity of approach

(Ref 35:100). This software discipline mus t be formally established with

a scienti fic basis and then included in educationa l progran~ to furnish

the necessary trained people.

Also, there is no written guidance or body of knowledge that

facilitates the transfer of software development expertise or the

exploitation of lessons learned . As people become technical experts in

the area of software development , they are too often promoted into

management, taking with them the knowl edge they have built up through

trial and error. In the dynamic area of softwa re development, this is a

cos tly oversight , because of its extreme knowledge orientation (Ref 35:30).

A professional profile of what makes a goo d software engineer and

manager must be defined and cl assifi ed by education and experience

requirements for level s of proficiency (Ref 35: 101). Career paths with

accompanying career incentives must al so be developed to foster the
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development and retention of professional ECS software engineers and

mana gers .

This lack of knowledgeabl e peopl e is a common theme in the software

literature that is compounded by a general lack of understand ing of the

software development process. The abstract nature of software and the

relatively undeveloped methodologies for system engineering of ECS

systems makes it very difficult for program management to properly direct

the software acquisition process (Ref 19:2-18).

The DOD has received much unfavorable attention in recent years

over the excessive costs of defense weapons systems . These excessive

costs have been in pa rt due to the mi smanagement of programs and cost

overruns with software getting its share of the infamy.

Dr. Curr ie, the Director of Defense Research and Engineering wrote

to the Service Secretaries in March 1974 (Ref 10),

“ i t  is becoming increasingly appa rent that an area which
could provide us wi th substantial payoff for successful R&D
investment is that of computer software. In 1955, our computer S

system costs were about 85% ha rdware and 15% software. A Rand
forecast predicts that by 1985 we will be spending 5% of our
ADP budget for hardware and 95% for software. The Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and I agree that our software
development strategy deserves a careful review based upon this
trend .”

This need to improve software acquisition moved the OSO to go one

step further , and wrote to the Assistant Service Secretaries again in

December 1974 noti fying them of a two phase plan that was being implemen ted .

“The sharpl y rising costs of software programs in the
weapon system acquisition process , with res pect to acquisition
proc edures , devel opment and maintenance of such software, and
the increasing importance of the software role in the overal l

S m ission effectiveness of major DOD weapon systems constitute
S serious technical and management problems that must be solved

if we are to have the weapon sys tems tha t are needed for our
national security . To find solutions to these problems, we
are initiating a two phase study program which will require the
joint involvement of the OSD staff and the Services .”(Ref 23)
(Ref l9:R5-R6).
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The two phase study referred to above consisted prima rily of the 
5

APL study cited previousl y and a MITRE Corporation study referre d to
S as the “DOD Weapon System Software Acquisition and Management Study.”

The MITRE results were reported to the DOD in June of 1975 and are

s ummarized bel ow as “Major Observations ” (Ref 26), and (Ref 39:9-10).

1. A major contributi ng factor is lac k of discipline and eng i neering

rigor consistently appl ied to software acquisition (Ref 26:xi).

2. Good management practices are often availabl e but are not

always followed (Ref 26:xii).

3. The acquisition process does not always recognize the need for

early and complete emphasis on software resources. There are

major differences in application of management practices between

hardware and software (Ref 26:xii).

4. Software ind irect costs are often much greater than the direct

costs (Ref 26:xii).

5. There is a lack of consistent practices for feedback of software

management information. Meaningful cost and management informa- S

tion for most system developments is not readily available

(Ref 26:xii).

6. Many weapon systems software probl ems are similar to probl ems

in other types of software development , e.g. Automatic Data

Process i ng (A DP) .

The same MITRE study al so id enti f ied four areas as “High Payoff Areas”

(Ref 26:2-13):

1. Software perfo rmance Specifications - The establishment and

consistent application of sound engineering principl es and

practices to the process of specifying and validating software

requirements.
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2. Software Acquisition ~lann ij~g - Earl y and comp l ete sof tware li fe

cycl e planning . The establishment and app l ica ti on of mana gement

prac tices and s trateg ies designed specifically for software.

3. Software Technology - High leverage technology progress is needed

to further improve software practices and development techniques .

4. Personnel - Provisions are needed to develop and retain experienced

DOD software management and softwa re engineering personnel .

The APL study arrived at separate but similar conclusions and

centered its effort on seven categories of recommendations (Ref 19:2-1),

1 . Management Pol ic ies

2. Acquisition Pl anning

3. Systems Engineering

4. Impl ementation Procedures

5 5. Program Management Support

6. Acquisition Management Standards

7. Develo pmen t of Too l s and Tec hn iques 5

Several of these categories are of interest to this thesis and will

be discussed here. The area of management pol icies includes several issues ,

the first which is the analysis and validation of ECS requirements. Initial

requirements are often excessively ambitious and require changes largely

because the initial requirements were not critically analyzed and validated

through a program of advanced development or system definition. The

probl em of frequent requirements changes during development is further

complicated by the impac t of changing technology and the difficul ty of
S obtaining usabl e cost data (Ref 28:144).

The DSARC II review impl ies that an adequa te basis must exist for

design and costing of software. Current directives are vague , however,
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on the fo rmal requi rements for the validation phase of the acquisition

process. Software cos t overruns arising from vague and inconsistent

requirements definition coul d often be el iminated by more complete

analyses and reviews of requirements specifications prior to FSD (Ref 19:2-3).

Ano ther area of potential management pol icy improvement that woul d

inc rease visibility and unders tanding of major ECS software components

would be to place them on a par with ha rdwa re components. Policies

should consider softwa re a Configuration Item to be del ivered on a

schedule , controlled and reviewed , ra ther than view it as an item of data .

This will require a change in software policy documents and in the Armed

Services Procurement Regulations (ASPR) (Ref 19:6-9).

A particular document that requires modification is Appendix B

of MIL-STD-88lA. The appendices describe the level s of the Work

Breakdown Structures (WBS) for seven types of systems such as missiles ,

aircraft and electronics. Computer software is addressed onl y as an item

under el ectronics systems along with sensors, communicati ons, data displ ays

and auxiliary equipment. ECS software should at least be placed equal

to major subsystems and not rel egated to a subhead under electronics systems .

The WBS for software is of particular importanc e to allocation

of software costs which has been a continuing probl em area. If software

is not sufficientl y high in the WBS S, costs cannot be controlled or tracked

by management information systems. This type of allocation of costs to the 
5

work unit is required to understand how resources are expended and achieve

visibility into the development process (Ref 19:6-10).

The area of acquisi tion plann ing brings up two recommendations for

improved software visibility . The abstract nature of software makes the

measurement of development progress very difficult. Therefore, it is
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5 important to formalize the steps in design impl ementation and test

with policy guidelines. The lack of formalized steps l eads to

difficul ties in interface management and to the late discovery of

inadequa te requirements definitions or design errors resul ting in

schedul e slippages and increased costs (Ref 19:2—6).

The requ irements for FSD m iles tones s hou ld be more clear ly def ined

to guide software acquisition through the proper sequence of analysis , design ,

devel o pment, integration , and test. The milestone definitions should incl ude

5 
cri teria that would be used to demonstrate that each milestone had been

achieved (Ref 19:6-13).

The actual definitions of the milestones and the l evel of design S

control required shoul d be allowed to vary from system to system.

Variations would al low flexibility to adapt the guidelines to the unique

requirements of each devel oping system. There are a number of management

and documentation standards wh ich refer to development milestones. None

of these standards, however, define a clear set that is wel l suited to

software acquisition (Ref 19:6-14).

The Air Force Source Selection Docunent (SSD) Exhibit 6l -47B was S

issued in April 1966 and supposedly superseded by MIL-STD-l483. It is

still used, however , as a basic reference on computer program development

milestones apparently because no other document covers the software

acquisition steps nearly as well. This exhibit should be updated to

provi de an acceptable basis for current procurement activities by incl uding 5

test events and by incl uding document and event related miles tones . Thes e

milestones should be establ ished in the Reques t for Proposal (RFP) and

would provide a foundation for program planning and evaluation of proposals.

Al so, each milestone should require a specific deliverabl e product.
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The B-l program incl uded SSD-61 -47B in the development contracts

because current Acquisition Management regulati ons , such as MIL-STD-49O ,

MIL-STD-483, and Air Force Regulation 800-14, Vol ume II cite mi l estones

but do not clearly define the requ ired work or the products to be

delivered (Ref 19:2-6).

The System Development Corporation (SDC) has emphasized another

area of acquisition planning whic~ needs increased attention. The

Computer System Resource Development Plan (CSRDP) is the most important

singl e management document, accor di ng to SDC , who recommends that it be

specifically required for major software development efforts . The CSRDP is

generated to ensure that software development is wel l organized and managed ,

S and that all requirements are correctly defined as understood prior to FSD.

The development plan explains the contracto r ’s approach to engineering and

management issues and therefore could aid in selecting the proper develop- 5
ment contractor (Ref 19:6-17).

The Air Force has come closest to requiring a CSRDP by detailing

requirements for a Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) in AFR 800-14,

Vol ume II. The CPDP covers such factors as organization , managemen t

con tro l s, design , test, mi les tones , status monitoring , support , documenta-

tion , and engineering practices (Ref 19:2-7).

The lack of application of systems engineering methodology to the

development of software l eads to a number of major problems . Computer

systems are too often considered as hardware alone with software design

impacts addressed only after hardware design is final. This failure to

consider the total s.ystenl, both hardware and software together, has caused

many costly design mistakes (Ref 36:40). During the program validation ,
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tradeoff analyses must be perfo rmed for hardware versus software approaches

to design issues with appropriate decisions made at SDR and DSARC II (Ref

19:16-21). The final formul ation of software requirements shoul d occur

during the advanced development phase. For many systems this phase has

concentrated on design and demonstration of hardware subsystems or

compone nts, it bei ng assumed that demonstration of software design at

this stage is not necessary. If these el ements are not gi ven ful l manage-

ment attention from the outset, penalties appear almost certain in terms

of increased costs, del ayed del ivery, and compromised performance (Ref 6:98).

The large variation in the requirements and organizations of

development programs demands a great degree of flexibility in the

application of management standards and procedures. It is not desirabl e

to develop standards and directive s to govern all aspects of software 
S

acquisition. Program managers must be allowed to direct their programs

in the most appropriate and cost—effective manner that is consistent with

DOD Directive 5000.1 and the unique requirements of the particular program. 5

However , the abstract nature of software discussed earl ier and the lack of

strong systems engineering methodology requires that the SPO managers have

access to an organized body of knowledge to guide them. The Air Force program

to develop software acquisition management guidebooks is a result of the APL

study recommendation and was implemented by the DOD Weapon System Steering

Committee (Ref 19:6—49).
S 

In 1974 the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics)

and the Joint Logistics Commanders of all services established in the Weapon

System Steering Comittee a joint committee to attack ECS software acquisition

problems . The con-uiittee issued a “Capstone Directive ” which stated policies

and principl es for future software management directives (Ref 35:105). This
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directive was the first step in a massive overhaul of directives,

regul ations and standards deal ing with ECS software. The overhaul was

structured to correct inconsistencies and to coordinate future publ ica-

tions concern ing ECS sof tware (Ref 37: 9).

The directive al so commi tted the DOD to:

“Prepare and maintain guidelines , checklists , handbooks,
and exampl es covering development , acquisition , opera tion and
support (of ECS software)” (Ref 35:106).

This was interpreted to be a set of guidebooks to lead the software

practi tioner and the project managers. The MITRE study proposed a

similar series of guidebooks , which are starting to appear. Electronics

Systems Div i s ion (ESD ) and Aeronau tical Systems Di v i s ion (ASD) of A ir

Force Systems Command are each publishing guidebooks .

The ASD versions are called Software Acquisition Engineering (SAE)

Guideboo ks for A i rborne Systems . Many of the SAE books hav e al ready

been published and appear to go a long way toward supplying the software

development engineer and manager with usabl e acquisition information.

The ESD guidebooks are referred to as the Software Acquisition Management

(SAM) series and are primarily designed for SPO personnel in the software

acquisition management area. All of these documents are considered “livin g ”

documents in that they will be revised as needed to reflect the true state

of affairs and to provide the type of current information the users want.

These guidebooks appear in this author’s opinion to be the best attempt to

date to provide for visibility into the software acquisition process. These

guidebooks aid the engineer and manager by hel ping him ask for the right

information at the right time and by helping him require that activities be

accompl ished in a timely and properly sequenced manner. This approach al lows

the manager to apply only the guidance that is appropriate to his program
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and yet requires the necessary rigor and discipline to improve software

quality . This type of systems methodology provides for effective

management control of software development .

Several model s and techniques have been developed to estima te software

acquisiti on efforts and costs. One of the more promising is the RCA Price

model which was analyzed by Schneider in his AF IT thesis entitled , “A S

Preliminary Calibration of the RCA Price Software Cost Estimation Model .”

The Army has devel oped a macro-model for estimating the manpower and time

required for getting a software program operational . This system gives a

manager the data he needs in terms he can use and understand .

Acquisition management standards have been recommended to establish

a conmun set of software development requirements and criteria to be

applied across all the services . This becomes more compl ex when S

considering the recent efforts of all services to increase the uniformity

and control of their software development programs by issuing new standards

and directives . The proliferation of new regulations contains only one

comprehensive document, AFR 800-14, that deals with software acquisition

management. This regulation should be the basis for any tn -service

document covering the requi red software acquisition procedures and

approaches (Ref 19:6-48). That brings us to Section II of this Chapter,

DOD Regul a ti ons , Specifications and Standa rds.

DOD Regulations , Specifications , and Standards

The majority of the regulations , specifications and standards that

apply to ECS software acquisition were covered in Chapter III as they

appl y to the software development cycle. The coverage here is to clarify

and further describe the most important of those documents.
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The SRWG , “C ha i rman ’s Report to the Joint Logistic Commanders ,”

further supports the premise of a lack of manager ial understanding of

software by stating that,

5 “We have generated in the DOD, a larg e number of
regulations , directives, and milita ry standards for systems
acquisition management. The vast majority of the procedures
outlined in these documents are not tailored for software.
Software considerations have been added to some of them after
the fact, but they are still reall y hardware oriented . The
resul t is that they conflict with each other , use non—standard
terminol ogy... We will have to rewrite all of those regulations ,
milita ry standards and directives so that they are consistent
with policy and with each other (Ref 35:29).”

The most important regulation affecting ECS software acquisition

is AFR 800-14, Volume II , entitl ed “Acquisition and Support of Computer

Resources in Systems.” This regulation along with Vo lume I, and AFSC

Suppl ement 1 to Vol ume I, provide guidance for pl anning , devel opment

acquisition , use, and support of computer resources in defense systems .

Computer systems are the onl y commonly used components of Air Force

weapon systems whose development is addressed in a separate regulation.

This is partial ly because computer systems, especially software, are

usually mi nor portions of a total weapon system in terms of expended resources, and

therefore, too frequently receives insufficient management attention. Al so ,

computer technology is new and not wel l understood and is too often on the

critical path of procurement efforts (Ref 30:17).

Volume I of AFR 800-14 provides the basic management policies for the 
S

acquisition and support of computer systems while Volume II presents the

concepts and procedures necessary to impl ement the policies of Vo l ume I.

Vol ume II defi nes four major pl ans and directives (Ref 30:23):

1. Program Management Directive (PMD) - “The official HQ USAF

Management directive used to provide guidance to the impl ementing 
S

and participating commands (AFR 800-2).
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2. Program Management Plan (PMP ) - “The document developed and

issued by the Program Manager which shows the integrated time-

phased tasks and resources required to compl ete the task

specified in the PMD (AFR 800-2).

3. Computer Resources Integrated Support Plan (CRISP) - “The

- CRISP identifies organ i zationa l relationships and responsi-

bilities for the management and technical support of computer

resources (AFR 800—14, Vol ume II).

4. Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) - “The CPDP identifies

the actions needed to develop and deliver computer program

configuration items and necessary support resources (AFR 800-14,

Vo lume II).

Air Force Regulation 800-2, entitled “Acquisition Management -

Program P-lanageiient,” is closely related to AFR 800-14. This regulation

applies to all Air Force acquisition programs identified by DOD as major

defense systems. That is to say, the total system is guided by AFR 800-2 5

and the computer portion is guided by AFR 800-14.
S 000 Directive 5000.1, 18 January 1977, entitled “Major System

Acquisition ,” is the basii. for acquisiti on of major defense systems,

and is impl emented via AFR 800-2.

DOD Directive 5000.2, 18 January 1977, entitl ed.”Major System

Acquisition Process” defines the pol icies and procedures used by the
S DOD in the decision-making processes of acquiring major defense systems.

This directi ve supplements DOD 5000.1 and establ ishes the Defense Systems

Acquisitio n Review Council (DSARC) charter and is a key directive for

5 acquisition of embedded computer systems.

DOD Directive 5000.29, 26 April 1976, entitled “Management of Computer

Resources in Major Defense Systems,” is used for management and control of
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computer resources during the development, acquisition , deployment , and

support of major defense systems. It addresses milestone definition ,

requirements validation, risk analysis, deliverabl e software and al so

charters the DOD management Steering Committee for Embedded Computer

Resources. The Air Force impl ements this directive via AFR 800-14,

Vol ume II.

Air Force Regul ation 800-3, 1 June 1976, entitl ed “Engineering for

Defense Systems,” hel ps define the engineering effort that will be appl ied

phase-by-phase throughout the acquisition life cycle. This AFR describes

S the policies , principles , concepts and techniques required for the efficien t

plann i ng and control of the technical development program and impl ements

AFR 800-2.

MIL-STD-483(USAF), 31 December 1970, entitl ed “Configuration Management

Practices for Systems, Equ ipment, Munitions , and Computer Programs ” applies

configuration management requirements and basel i ne specifications to

development contracts. This standard specifies the use of the reviews

and audits that are detailed in MIL— STD-l 52lA as wel l as Engineering Change

Proposal (ECP) guidelines. Appendix VI addresses Compu ter Program Configuration

Item (CPCI) Specifications such as the Part I (development) and Part II

(product) Specifications as a suppl ement to MIL-STD-490.

Overa l l , this standard specifically addresses requirements of software S

not found in MIL-STD-480, -481, and -490, such as:

1. Preparation instructions for computer program specifications .

2. Computer program specification and support documentation maintenance.

3. Computer program formatting and change processing ,

4. Comput ’r program configuration audit objectives .
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MIL-STD-490, 30 October 1 968, entitl ed “Specification Practices ,”

establishes the format and technical content of specifications that are

unique to a certain project. It defines unifo rm practices for specification

preparation and ensures the inclusion of essential requirements. Two

speci fication types, 65 and C5, apply directl y to software. Appendix VI

details the requirements for specification type B5, the Computer Program

Development Specification (PART I). Appendix XIII details the requirements

for specification type CS, the Computer Program Product Specification (Part II).

This standard applies to all services and a revision is in process. The

revision is intended to resolve discrepancies that exist between MIL-STD-490

and 483.

MIL-STD-88lA, 25 April 1975, “Work Breakdown Structures for Defense

Material Items,” details the preparation and utilization of Work Breakdown

Structures (WBS). Computer software currently appears at WBS l evel three in

the ground support subsystem appendix . However, the appendices covering

aircraft, missile , and space systems are currentl y deficient with respect

to identifying on-boa rd software as a level three WBS el ement. Until this

standard is revised to incl ude ECS hardware and software at l evel three

USAF SPO’s must improvise their own l evel three WBS el ement to guarantee

visibility of ECS software development.

MIL-STD— 152lA , 1 June 1976. “Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems,

Equipments , and Computer Programs,” defines the requirements for conducting

the following seven milestone events ; Systems Requ i rements Review (SRR),

System Design Review (SDR), Prel iminary Design Review (POR), Critical Design

Review (CUR), Functiona l Configuration Audit (FCA), Physi cal Configuration

Audit ( PCA ) , and Formal Qualificat ion Rev iew (FQR). These reviews and audits

are used by contractLig agencies throughout the acquisition life cycle to
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monitor program ef forts to ensure contractual requirements are being satisfied .

The standard identifies responsibilities and outlines the minimu m information
S 

requirements. The chronological relationship of the reviews to other program

activities is also established and explained .

Thesis, Reports and Periodicals

As was the case with the previous section of this chapter, most of the

relevant literature in this category was discussed in Chapter III as it

related to the software development cycle. Many authors have added to our

understanding of the software development and acquisition process, howev er,

and a few of these contributions will be discussed now.

In reviewirg numerous articles , abstracts and research papers, the

lite rature was ~~erally divided into t~ categories . The firs t consisted

of authors i nvestigating and describing their approach to some technica l

probl em. The research probl em areas in this category can generally be

summarized by Figure 4. This category is not the primary concern of this

thesis and will not be covered further.

The remaining literature primarily deal s with various approaches to

computer software acquisition management problems and solutions. A partial

summary of these articl es can be found below and in the Bibliog raphy.

The majority of this literature describes the software development process

in isolation , unrelated to computer hardware or other weapon system devel opment

activities .

Zabriskie , in a paper entitled “Development of Weapo n Systems Computer

Programs,” described the software acquisition process isolated from other

devel opment activities by using thirteen steps (Ref 39). He detailed each

stage of the devel opment process but did not relate the parallel hardware

development activities . Etheredge (Ref 15) and Wolverton (Ref 38) each used
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different three step descriptions as discussed in Chapter III , but neither

related their steps to the computer hardware development process or to the

DOD weapons systems acquisiti on phases of Concept Formulation , Validation ,

FSD , Production, Operation and Maintenance.

Nel son, however , described a six-step acquisition process for Automatic

Data Processing (ADP) software, which is covered by the 375 series of

regulations . This type software is not embedded in another system, but is
S 

a complete unit in itself , such as a personnel or finance software program.

In his report entitled , “Management Handboo k for the Estimation of Compu ter

Programming Costs (Ref 27),” he related the six steps to the DOD acquisition

process, for AUP software. This does not directly correspond to ECS software 
S

development and does not relate the parallel computer hardware development.

Watson was a notable exception and was quoted extensively in this

thesis. His thesis entitl ed , “Acquisition of Embedded Computer Software:

A Descriptive Model (Ref 37),” used three steps to describe the ECS software

development process and rel ated the paral l el computer hardware and software

development activities and referenced these to the five traditional DOD

acquisition phases.

In summary, the software acquisition process was described by the

litera ture with from three to thirteen separate and distinct phases. Some

of the more significant versions are listed by author and number of phases:

1. Etheredge —-- three phases (Ref 15)

2. Wolverto n --- three phases (Ref 38)
3. Driscoll --- three phases (Ref 14)

4. Watson --- three phases (Ref 37)

5. Merwin --- four phases (Ref 24)

6. Ca pps --- five phases (Ref 9)

7. Nelson ——— six phases (Ref 27)
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8. Mango ld --- seven phases (Ref 20)

9. Mathis and Willmorth ---- nine phases (Re f 22)

10. Bucciarelli - —-  el even phases (Ref 8)

11 . Zabriskie ---- thirteen phases (Ref 39)

These authors all basical ly describe the same process but label and group

activi ties differently. The obvious ly emerging and most recent pattern

appears to be the three-phase appro ac h, wi th the mos t usabl e version being

Watson ’s effort. It relates most of the rel evant activities to the DOD

acquisition process making his description more easily understood by

personnel inexperienced in working with software.

Driscoll stated that errors such as poor or del ayed definition of

system requirements and incompl ete integration of hardware and software

requirements have been amplified by a lack of managerial attention to

software in the past. He also stated that a lack of ability to measure

software devel opment progress and inadequate numbers of qual if led personnel

are conditions that add to the problem.

The emphasis in Driscoll ‘s report as wel l as most others was to increase

the emphasis on earl y long term planning for software development. This could

be done by raising software to a higher level in the WBS , requiring software

be considered in total System Requirements Analyses (SRA), or requiring using

comand participation in requirements definitions and desi gn reviews. These

are only a few of the most important specific improvements that coul d be made

but the ul timate improvement woul d be for management to raise software out of

the category of “data” and require that plans for its development are on a

priority level with computer hardware .

The recommendations that follow are ~ direct result of the probl ems and
5 

proposed solutions documented in the avai lable, rel evant literature. These
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recommendations summarize this author ’s perception of the most needed changes

to improve ECS software acquisition visibility . These recommendations were

also the basis for initiating interviews with software development experts

to derive a validated set of recomendations that if impl emented would

benefit the software development community .

Preliminar y Recommendations To Improve Software Acquisition Visibility

1. Require using command participation in and input to all requ i re-

ments , definitions and design reviews . No party can judge

whether system design and performance requirements meet the

user ’s needs as wel l as the user himself. Too often, the user

generates a Requirement for Operational Capability (ROC) and

then functionally steps out of the development picture until

evaluation of the completed project. The using command

representatives mus t have authority to speak for the command

in important decisions .

2. Require that software be inc l uded in all System Requirements 
55

Analysis (SRA ) during the concept formulation pha se of system

acquisition. This necessitates the consideration of software as

part of the total system from the initial planning stages onward .

It also forces early analysis of software requirements to

alloca te what portion of the total system requirements software

must perform.

3. Move software to a higher level in the Work Breakdown Structure

(WBS) to force itS removal from the category o-~ mere data . Placing

software at the third l evel of the WBS would require detailed pl anning

for and consideration of software from the beginning of the system

devel opment process. To do th i s , MIL- STD-881A on the WBS system
S would have to be revised to incl ude software.
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4. Establish measurable and achievable miles tones for each software

development. This woul d require increased USAF guidance but

not regulation of what should be accomplished and reviewe d at

each milestone event . The Navy has issued beneficial and detailed

documents in this area. Incremental mi l estones such as Critical

Design Reviews (CDR) for individua l Computer Program Components

(CPC) would encourage review to a l evel of detail not possible

with a singl e CUR for the entire program .

5. Pl ace more emphasis on software in the Program Management Plan

(PMP) and more widel y disseminate the information contained in

the Computer Resources Integrated Support Pl an (CRISP). This

woul d focus more program management attention on what tasks

software is required to perform and how those tasks are to be

accomplished.

The PMP is the program manager ’ s Bibl e and he must have intimate

knowledge of what it requires him to do. Emphasizing software in the

PMP gets high level attention and prevents software from being ignored . 55

The CRISP documents how software is to be developed , control l ed, and

maintained for a particular project and any policy or decision concerning

software should be documented there.

6. Define support and operational software as separate deliverabl e

contract line i tems to provide increased visibility into the

development process and to provide a separate software cost

breakdown. In the past, the cost of software was generally hidden 
S

inside a contract for a complete computer system and could not

be tracked separa tely. This made analysis and comparison of

softw are costs almost impossible. The software shoul d also be
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designa ted a con figur at ion item when it will be transferred to

other commands In order to control changes and the versions being

used .

7. Ensure that one person is accountable and responsible for

software in the System Program Office (SPO). This requires

more technically qualified people and better education and

training programs. It must be pointed out that there are no

fomal training or orientation programs for new software

managers that the author has been able to discover .
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V. INTERVIEWS

The set of recommendations resulting from the litera ture search in

Chapter IV was used as a starting point for interview i ng representatives

of A ir For ce software ma nagement offices . These interviews were used

to subjectivel y evaluate and refine the recommendations by critique and

compariso n with the collective experience of the interview subjects. The

various backgrounds and areas of expertise of the subjects established

a data base of expert opinions concerning the proposed recommendations .

This base was of considerable hel p in refining and validating the set

originally developed from the literature.

The interviews were conducted through a structured format (Appendix

A) that first investigated the experience and knowl edge l evel of the

participants . This information was used to gauge the useful ness of the

responses received . Next, several types of software probl ems were noted

and discussed . Then, different types of solutions were recomended by this

author and evaluated by the participants . The list of specific recommendation s

for improved ECS software acquisition was then reviewed and discussed .

Finally, general comments on the thesis topic were sol icited from the subjects S

to record any suggestions or opinions not noted in the formatted interview .

The subjects were sel ected because of their experience l evel s and their

vari ed backgrounds. Appendix C provides a list of those who were interviewed .

It must be noted that the lim i ted time and scope of the research did

not permit interview s with more than a l imited number of personnel at a U.S.

Air Force Research and Development (R&D) product division. It is bel ieved ,

however, that the resul ts. obtain ed are representative and sufficient to support

the reconriendations made in this report.
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All of the subjects agreed that management of ECS softwa re acquisition 
I

is a major probl em for the USAF and the DOD . The responses emphasized

different problems , howeve r, depending upon the tasks and responsibilities

of the partic ipan t. Pro gram mana gers , for example , were highly concerned S

with measuring the percentage of software completion , while engineers were

S more concerned about technical requirements defintitions and methods to S

5 

verify and val idate that the end product was what it was originally specified S

to be. Configuration managers, on the other hand , tended to be more concerned

S wi th describing, documenting and controlling changes of the software end

product. This configuration control allows the user to know exactly what

he has and allow s him to modify and update the ECS in-house after deployment. S

Of particular interest to this thesis is the fact that all responses S

except one listed inadequate management techniques as the greatest current

ECS software acquisition problem in his organization. The one differing

response noted past difficulties with contracting pol icies and related S

that this was al so a management problem. The dynamic technical nature of - -

computer hardware and software was not considered a significant probl em

by any participant.

When asked what other problems had been encountered, almost across the

board, a lack of early high l evel pl anning for software development was cited .

Most subjects expressed the opinion that software is not considered early

enough in the devel opment effort to have an impact on design issues .

S Apparentl y software personnel are often not even assigned to a SPO until

afte r some irreversibl e major decisions on ECS development have been made.

This imposes. constraints on the compu ter hardware and software design before

qual ified ECS personnel have even considered the options .

S 
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In defense of the SPO and the R&D community , it must be stated that

adequate numbers of qualified software peopl e usually are not available.

Some offices expressed a desire for peo pl e of any background who could be

trained in software management. Currently, the sof tware development area

is so understaffed that many participants believe the government cannot S

match the inflated industrial pay scale. One respondent lamented that

there are not enough government engineers to supervise the technical

development of software and there are even less managers to monitor the

contracting and managerial side of software acquisition. The resul t is S

that engineers or even programmers are expected to manage software

acquisition and administer contracts in addition to their technical

S 
responsibilities . Expressed another way, the proper management techniques

appear to exist but they have not been consistently applied because

the management rol e in software has not been emphasized . There just

L 

are not enough peopl e to properly perform the software acquisition

management function and the engineer usually does both jobs on several

programs at once.

Another probl em uncovered in the interviews and akin to the lack of

qualified people is the lack of training for the new peopl e that are

ava il abl e. Generall y, there are few instructors availabl e because they

cannot be removed from development tasks l ong enough to train new personnel . S

Until recently, a new hire was given a few weeks. of self-study in dry

regulations , a few days. tal king with an experienced “software man ,” and then

assigned to his own program to learn—by--experience . This leads to some

costly mistakes and was believed to have contributed to the bad track record

of software development.
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Recen t effor ts i n ASD, as wel l as all of DOD, have attempted to better

acc li ma te new peo ple , first to the DOD acquisition enviro nment and then to

the unique features of software development. Most interviews surfaced S

opinions as to the inadequacy of training . Some, how ever , noted the trend

toward increased orientation through hands on in-house l aboratories . The

S 
System Engineering Avionics Facility (SEAFAC) allows new hires to join a

cad re of engineers and managers who are performing smal l , l ow pressur e,

low risk development tasks in the Avionics Eng i neering Directorate (ENA)

of ASD. These tasks are chosen primarily to provide a learning process

prior to assignment of personnel to SPO ’s. Another improvement is the

inc reased retention of experienced peopl e in the home office for reference

while the engineers assigned to SPO, are encouraged to return to them for

guidance. The general feeling of the interview subjects was that there

is not enough training but the situation is improving and that some lea rn-

by-experience training is required anyway.

Concerning the software development process itsel f, the consensus S

was that more effort should be expended early to alleviate major probl ems.

The idea of earlier and more extensi ve planning has alrea dy been introduced.

This would include setting up better management i nformation systems to get

S the right data at the right time to illuminate issues and decision options.

This i ncreased planning would provide better milestone definition and

scheduling which are primary requirements for improved software development

efforts..

The definition of miles tones require s a detailed knowl edge of the

software devel opment task. A recurring and associated issue described in

the interviews, conce rns , the inadequate and often del ayed definition of

software requirements. Apparently, specified system performance requirements
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are allocated to the computer hardware early in a program with hardware

design analysis and validation occurring before software tasks have been

defi ned. Usually, softwa re requirements are not completely defined until

after the other weapon system components are designed and under FSD contract.

This al l ows very littl e flexibility to choose the best ECS design options

because the contraints al ready exist and software is usually considered

the easiest method to provide the functions that other systems find difficul t

to perform.

That leads to another often mentioned problem , inadequate systems

S analysis and tradeoff studies . It seems when a development problem is

encoun tered, the automatic response is “fix it in software.” Hardware

design is considered to be inflexibl e compared to software’s inherrent ease

I of modification and , therefore, some design options are often not considered .

The interview subjects general ly felt that design changes made with software

sometimes cos t more , over the total system life cycl e, than if made in hardware.
p

I The total system impact should be cons idered because a change affects many

factors and tradeoffs shoul d be made to get the best decision mix on those

factors.

Participants also expressed concern over using command participation

in the definition and review of system performance requirements . Too often

it seems, the user does not activel y follow the development process and ,

therefore, does not notice the system design graduall y s tray ing away fro m the

• original requirements.. It is a costly mistake for engineers and managers to

develop a system to satisfy what they understand to be the users’ needs onl y

to discover after completion that the user needed something entirely different.

This happens because the user does not stay involved with the development

j process and many interv iewers believed this should be required to a greater extent.

______ 
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The idea of raising ECS software development to a higher l evel in the

WBS received mixed reviews. Generall y, the managers agree with the idea

because they perceive an increased visibility into the development process,

and engineers primarily disliked the recommendation because of the added

workload and the i ncreased cost. The literature supports the concept

because of the detailed planning, scheduling and cost i nformation it would

require to describe and estimate sub-units of software work for the WBS.

Wi th only minor exceptions , there was agreement that the same

management approaches and techniques shoul d be applied to computer

S software and hardware . The prevailing opinion was that applying the

same techniques across the board would increase the visibility and attention

given to software and would therefore improve the development effort and

the product qual ity .

All of the interview subjects fel t that thei r l evel of knowledge

and expertise as wel l as the software community as a whole had increased

significantly over the last few years . They also expressed the opinion

that a learning process was occurring , that software management ability

was slowly improving, but that many probl ems still remained.
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VI .  SUf~TIARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION S

Summary

This thesis documents a study of ECS software development and the

derivation of recommended improvements to current software acquisition

management approaches. It has been estimated that the DOD currently spends

more than $3 billion annually on software, with entire weapons systems

depending on ECS software for successful operation. The ECS software

for a weapons system is not the major part of the total system but~ must

be considered critical to the overal l perfo rmance of the sys tem. Because

of this virtual explosion in the use of computer resources , and specifically

ECS software in weapons systems, software development problems and costs

have received significant recent attention.

Increased visibility into the software development process has been

proposed repeatedly in current literature and speeches as the key to solving

the software development problem . A prima ry aim of this thesis, therefore,

is to find means of increasi ng the visibility of software development efforts .

Better visibility would provide greater warning indications of development

difficul ties , hel p prevent catastrophic schedul e and budge t overruns, and

improve the technical quality of software products.

To discuss software visibility problems and improvements , a basic

understanding of the software development process is necessary . This thesis

employed a model of the software devel opment process that was defined with

respect to the traditional DOD weapon system acqui sition life cycle. The

cycle ’s flve phases are:

1. t~ neept Formulation

- Ydi h lat ion

~~~~~~ ‘
~~~~j~~~p flevelopnwnt (FSD )
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4. Produc tion

5. Operation/~a intenance

A new system is developed in response to a perceived change in the

environment. The change coul d be in a milita ry threat or new technol ogical

advances that significantl y modify military capabilities. Active systems

may even need replacement but the point is that a requirement mus t be

recognized before a new system concept can be formalized .

The Concept Forumulation phase analyzes the perceived need to determine

whether or not it should be firmly establ ished . Studies are conducted to

determine if the proposed systems are economically or technically feasibl e

and if production can be accomplished in time to satisfy the requirement .

During this phase , some expl oratory development is often done to estimate

the technological feasibility of producing the system (Ref 25:11).

The Validation phase was previously called the project or contract

definition phase. The system’s perfo rmance requ iremen ts are def ined and

a minimum of prelimi na ry des ign and engineering is accomplished. Majo r

technical approaches are analyzed and some hardware may even be developed .

The resul t of this phase is the contract definition which is required to

initiate Ful l Scale Development (FSD) (Ref 25:20).

FSD generally includes the design , prototyping and testing of the

completed system . This phase is of primary concern to this thesis and was

further categorized into the following general tasks:

1. Preliminary Design (Analysis)

2. Detailed Design

3. Coding and Subunit Testing

4. Integration and Testing

5. Depl oyment
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Production of the compl eted system can mean many thi ngs. Mass 
S

production lines are required to produce fl eets of aircraft but a few hours

of computer time coul d “produce ” enough copies of a software program to

issue one copy per aircra ft. Acceptance testing can last weeks for airc raft

and seconds for a single punched tape copy of a computer program.

The operation and maintenance phase begins when the first system is

delivered and considered functional. A statement is then issued announcing

the Initial Operating Capability (b C) for the system. The system is then

operated, maintained , and even mod i fied to utilize it over an average 10 to S

20 years of operational life . When the system is no longer a cost effective 
S

method of satisfying its assigned mission it is considered for retirement and

the life cycl e is compl eted .

Because of the increasing importance of software to the total system

performance, the prob lems of cost, schedul e, and technical performance of

software have become critica l weapon system devel opment considerations. S

Some of the most important causative factors associated with these software

development probl ems are: ~
1. Faul ty and incomplete communication of user requirements .

2. Unrealistic cost estimates caused by insufficient visibility and

control .

3. Unrealistic time schedules caused by the same lack of visibility

and control .

4. High software failure rates..

5. Incomplete and i nsufficient specifications.

Computer hardware and software both suffer from these problems , however ,

software is newer and in the past displ ayed unrecognized criticality that

made it more prone to these type problems . There appear to be solutions to S
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most software development probl ems if the development manager will only

recognize the potential for them and take the necessary steps earl y enough

to prevent them . The recommendations to prevent these type probl ems are

presented in the Conclusion.

Conclu sion

Software acquisition managers often complain of a lack of visibility

in software development efforts. In this case, visibility means the ability 
S

of someone not directl y invol ved with the actual development to know just

how wel l a software devel opment is progressing . This lack could reflect

an inability to measure software development progress and status or it

coul d reflect the lack of importance assigned to ECS software in the past

in relation to the overal l weapons system. This lac k of attention amplifies

errors made early in a program such as inadequate requirements definiti o~i

and incomplete integration and allocation of hardwa re and software require-

ments . The best opportunity for improving software development efforts would

S 
be to concentrate on the concept formulation and program val idation phases of

the acquisition life cycl e, which is pre-DSARC II , where the greatest

leverage exists .

Most subjects interviewed in association wi th this thesis bel ieved that

a large portion of all software problems coul d be minimized if more software

desi gn and requirements analysis was done prior to FSD . These anal yses should

S incl ude requ iremen ts a ll oca tions to sof tware , feasibility studies , hardware vs.

software tradeoff studies , generation of the Computer Program Devel opment Plan

(CPDP), prelimina ry Part I Development Specification , Configuration Management

Plan , and risk analysis to name onl y the major pre-FSD stud i es and plan s .
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Proper objectives, schedul es , plans and milestones , mus t be

established early enough for them to be usabl e during the system development

process. This emphasis on planning shoul d be proportional to its importance

to the total system rather than its relative cost or work level . A net

reduction of the time and cost of going from a ROC to an effective,

operational system coul d be accomplished , not by shortening and expending

less for every phase of activity, but by spending more time and money duri ng

early devel opment tasks that will produce net savings in important areas

that follow . In short, if there is any one rule to follow , it is to spend

as much time and effort as possible planning at the beginning of a software

development, as detailed as possible, exactly what the desired end product

shoul d be and h~~ to develop it.

ECS software does not now receive the same degree of management control

and attention that is given to weapon system computer hardware . In the future,

it must receive this l evel of interest. There are a number of ways this

should be done. One major approach would be to el evate software out of

the data category and into the deliverable contract line i tem classification .

This would al so require that software be controlled as a configuration item,

thereby giving it added visibility . Placing software at a higher l evel in

the WBS and including software in the SRA woul d also elimina te many development

problems by requiring more detailed task definition and work estimation.

Mo re emphasis should be placed on a simplified but flexible decision

making process that places greater reliance ~n sound judgment and less on

regulation s and complicated contract cl auses -. Contracti ng should be used

as a tool of software devel opmen t, not as a substitute for good management

of acquisition programs.
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Weap on systems software by its nature does not fit previously defined

procurement categories . Software is not physical equipment, nor is it data.

S 
Therefore , attempts to define and address software in existing terms often S

causes confusion and frequently subjects it to inappropriate regulations by

ill-qualified weapons system management personnel . Increased management

focus and better communication are needed to assure that all level s of S

S management are knowledgeable in software development and acquisition so as

S to better control software acquisition efforts.

The ideal acquisition structure does not eliminate the need for

competent personnel to exercise sound judgment. It only highligh ts the

fundamental decision points that must be deal t with as a system moves

through the acquisition process. It also identifies the kind and quality

of i nformation that shoul d be availabl e when each decision is made. S

Pol icy guidel ines should be set whereby experienced personnel may 5

exercise judgment in selectively applying detailed contracting regulations .

Contracting methods and procedures have been used as remedies for acquisition

problems found in past programs. This has stimulated a large growth in S

contracting regulations that have been applied to most programs , whether

appropriate or not.

Excessively detailed guidance and requirements to use ineffective

contract procedures have often been an impediment to major software acquisitions.

In thi s area , there is a great need for personnel to have adequate management

authority to adapt, modi fy, innovate, and be hel d res ponsible for actions taken .

Some success has been attained by having the SPO retain direct

control and responsibility for defining and devel oping a software subsystem

through a competent program staff, giving itsel f fl exibility to change

system characteristics and performance requirements. S
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Al though these avionic software programs warrant special controls and

organizati onal visibility , overreliance should not be placed on complicated

regulations and contractual cl auses. Better assurance of program success

could probably be attained from proper contracto r sel ection and the i nvol ve-

ment of a strong, technically competent program management office coupl ed

wi th a good test and eval uation capability .

In the DOD, a large number of regulations , directives and standards

have been written for systems acquisiti on management . Most of these

documents were not designed ori ginal ly for software but were modified

after the fact. The majority of these publications are still hardware

oriented and conflict with each other and with current policy. Patchwork

improvements only aggrevate the underl ying problem , which is the lack of

visibility over the key decisions that control the definition , development,

and acquisition of avionic softwa re .

There are a few published exampl es of important changes in the policies

and directives that appl y to software but these changes are minor compared S

to wha t is needed. Hardware and software tasks during the Val i dation and

Devel opment phases do not run parallel in spite of new directives and policies

to the contrary. This non-parallel development characteristic was supported

by the interviews discussed in Chapter V and by Watson ’s thesis.

The last major area that requires management emphasis is the lack of

sufficient qualifi ed software development personnel . Increased education

of both military and civilian DOD resources is required to conta t the high

turnover of personnel . The DOD corporate knowledge has not been documented,

all~~iing inval uabl e experience and l essons learned to be irretrievabl y lost.

The problem arises from personnel l eaving Government or leaving the software

career fields. This underscores the need to develop new and capable software
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managers as wel l as sufficient career incentives and controls tQ retain them.

Based on a rey iew of previous studies and the collaboration of practicing

software development personnel , this author bel ieves that the primary factor

contributing to ECS software development problems is the lack of consistently
S applie d eng ineering di sc ipl ine and sound mana gement prac tices. No sing l e

correction will provide the required discipline and ri gor to every facet of the

4 software acquisition process.

The fol l owing are the Final Recommendations of this thesis. The fina l
S 

v ersion cons i sts of the Prel iminary Recommen dations rev i sed to reflec t the

interview results. In essence, the Prel iminary Recomendations were validated ,

how ever , the concensus of interviewed experts was to change the order of
S importance and to add additional points .

Final Recommendations to Improve Software Acguisitton Vjsibiitty

1. Place software devel opment on a level of importance equal to hardware 
S

deve lopmen t.

2. Require using command participation in and input to all requirements

definitions and design reviews .

3. Require that software be included in all system requirements analysis

during concept formulation .

4. Earl ier emphasis on software p~anning by addressing software in the

PMP , greater use of the CRISP , and increased attention to the required S

management information,

5. Increase efforts to train and retain qualified software engineers

and managers .

6. Generally, apply the same manag ement approaches and techniques to 
S

the development of both computer hardware and software.

I
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7. Move software to higher level in the work breakdpwn structure and

revise MIL~-STD—88 lA to include software .

8. Establish measurable and achtevable milestones for each software

developmen t effort.

9. Define support and operational software as separate deliverable

contract line Items with configuration item status.

10. Ensure that one person is accountable and responsibl e for software

S in the SPO.

Recommendations and Areas for Further Study

This thes i s conclud es that t he prece d ing ”F inal Recommendations to

Improve Software Acquisition Vis ibility ” are valid and would be

advantageous to the software development community . It is , therefore,
S recommended that these recommendations be implemented to foster more effective

S sof tware acqu isi tion di sc iplin e and prac tice.

- S It is also recommended that the following areas be studied further:

1. Methods for measuring software development progress and the S

S possible application of C/SCSC

2. The creation of intergovernment cataloging and exchange of

governmen t own ed compu ter hardware and so ftware resources .

3. The creation of a LJSAF or DOD technical school for orientation

of new softwa re development personnel .

4. Methods for increasing the satisfaction , retention , and indentjfj-

cation of software deyelopment personnel .
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Interview Format

1. Have you been associated with the acquisition of ECS software?

2. How many years?

3. What is your current grade?

4. Where are you assigned?

5. What type of software experience do you have?

6. Describe your current job.

7. What order would you pl ace the followi ng ECS software probl ems

in to reflect the greatest difficulty to your organization? Why?

a. Dynamic state of the technical art

b. Contracting policies

c. Inadequate management techniques

8. What other probl ems have you encountered?

9. From your experience, do you agree that some of the ECS software

acquisition problems are caused by management’s inability to develop

appropriate techniques as fast as the technical state of the art

advances? Pl ease comment.

10. From your experience, in wha t rank order of importance would you

place the following problems? Why?

a. Defining the specific software requirements .

b. Defining and then impl ementi ng milestones for ECS software

development.

c. Tracking the software system ’s deve l opmen t pro gress .

d. Defining and speci fy the software end product.

e. Verification and Validat 4on (V&V’i.
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11. Would you say that ECS acquisition managers are wel l prepared

and trained or woul d you say that, for new personnel , a learn-by-

exper ience educati on system is emp loyed? Expl a in.

12. What experienc e and training do you feel are required for an

adequate background?

13. Do you feel that good management practices and exper tise are

usua lly ava i lable but are not effectively used? Expl ain.

14. Do you bel ieve that useful management information is often

unava ilable when needed because practices for eval uation, formatting ,

and feedback of software management information is inconsistent or

loosely defined? Why?

15. From your experience, do software requirements definitions , risk

analys is, devel opment pl anning , prel imi nary design interface definitions

occur during Ful l Scale Development (FSD) or earlier? Shoul d software

design and analysis begin earlier in the acquisition process than it

does now? Explain.

16. Do you feel that hardware is usually initiated so early that software

is forced to accept changes to relieve hardware difficul ties even

without the appropriate engineering and design? Explain.

17. Do you bel ieve that software is so different from hardware, that

hardware management approaches, techniques, and procedures will not

work for software? What aspects of hardware and software development

can be considered alike? Why?

18. Can most hardware problems be solved by changing software? What are

the implications? Is this good or bad?

19. Does management of ECS software acquisition use a tota l systems

approach for hardware and software combined? Should it now?
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20. Do you feel that hardware design drives and l imits software

al ternati ves ? Shoul d more tradeoffs be made ?

21. Should software be designed first and hardware designed or acqu i red

off the shelf to match it?

22. Look at the separate list of “Recommendations for Improving Software

Acquisition Visibility .” In wha t order of importance woul d you p lac e

these sugges tions?

23. Concern ing these recommendations , do you :

a. Comp letely agree
b. Completely di sagree

c. Feel it needs improvements - wha t changes?

d. Incomplete - what additions?

24. Do you have any suggestions on how to improve the management visibility

of ECS software development?

25. Do you have any general comments on the subject of the interview?
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SUMMARIZED - PRELIMINARY

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE SOFTWARE ACQUISITION VISIBILITY

1. Require using command participation in and input to all requirements

definitions and design reviews .

• 2. Require that software be included in all System Requirements Analysis

during the Concept Formulation Phase of system acquisition.

3. Move software to a higher level in the Work Breakdown Structure

and revise MIL-STD-88lA to include software.

4. Establish measurable and achievable milestones for each software

deve l opment.

5. Emphas i s on software in the Program Management Plan and grea ter use

of the CRISP.

6. Define support and operationa l software as separate deliverable

contract line i tems with configuration item status.

7. Ensure that one person is accoun table and respons ible for software

in the SPO.
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Append ix B

Glossary of Terms
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Glossary of Terms

ADP Automatic Data Processing
AFB A ir Force Base
AFR A ir Force Regulation
AFLCM A ir Force Logistics Command Manual
AFSC A ir Force Systems Command
AFSCM A ir Force Systems Comand Manual
APL Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University
ASD Aeronautical Systems Division
ASPR Armed Services Procurement Regulation
BA/PA Budget Authorization/ Program Authori zation
CDR Cr it ical Des ign Rev iew
CDRL Contract Data Requi rements List
CPCI Computer Program Configuration Item
CPDP Computer Program Development Plan
CRISP Computer Resources Integrated Support Pl an
C/SCSC Cost/Schedul e Control Sys tems Cri teria
CSRDP Computer System Resources Development Pl an
DCP Decision Coordinating Paper
DID Da ta Item Descr iption
DOD Department of Defense
DSARC Defense System Acquisition Review Council
ECS Embedded Computer System
ECP Engineering Change Proposal
~NJ\ Avioni cs Engineering Directorate of ASD
ESD El ectronics Systems Divi s ion
FCA Functiona l Configuration Audit
FSD Full Scal e Devel opment
FQR Formal Qual ifi cation Rev iew
FQT Formal Qual if ica tion Tes t
b C  Initial Operating Capability
IOT&E In itial Operational Test and Eval uation
MTBF Mean Time Between Failures
OFP Operational Fl ight Program
OSD Off ice of the Secretary of Defense
PCA Physical Configuration Audit
PDR Prel iminary Des ign Rev iew
PMD Program Management Directive
PMP Program Management Pl an
PMRT Program Management Responsibility Trans fer
R&D Research and Devel opment
RFP Request for Proposal
ROC Required Operating Capability
SAM Software Acquisition Management
SAE Software Acquisition Engineering
SDR System Des ign Rev iew
SEAFAC System Engineering Avionics Facility
SOR Statement of Operational Requirements
SOW Statement of Wor k
SPO System Program Office
SRA System Requi rements Analys is
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SRR System Requirements Review
SRWG Softwa re Reliability Work Group
SSD Source Sel ection Document
TO Technical Order
TCTO Time Controlled Technical Order
TRR Test Readiness Review
USAF Uni ted States Air Fo rce
V&V Verification and Validation
WBS Work Breakdown Structure s

It
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Appendix C

Subjects Interviewed at Wright -Patterson AFB, Ohio
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__________________________________Subjects Interv iewed at Wright-Patterson AFftJ Oh io

Ajmel S. Dulal
PAV E TACK
ASD/EPIAIA

Robert H. Gflmore
PISS (SD-26E )
ASD/ENAIA

Kenneth L. Henry , Capt , USAF
B-l Bomber
ASD/ ENA IA

John M. Hoefirlin
Senior Software Eng ineer
ASD/ ENA IA

John V. Hung
A ir Launch/Ground Launch Cruise Missile
ASD/ENAIA

C. Paul Johnson
Systems Software - Group Leader
ASD/ENAIA

Herbert R. McCarter
Technical Pol icy - Group Leader
ASD/ENA IA

Jack 1. Sakal , Capt, USAF
Functional Software - Group Leader
ASD/ENAIA

Timothy A. Sparl ing
F-15 (TEWS )
ASD/YFEA

Beecher W. Vaughn
AE Software Focal Point
ASD/AECC
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